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ABSTRACT
Ultra-Low Leakage, Energy-Efficient
Digital Integrated Circuit and System
Design
João Pedro da Silva Cerqueira
The advances of the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology
manufacturing and design over the years have enabled a diverse range of applications
across the power consumption, performance, and area (PPA) spectra. Many of the
recent and prospective applications rely on the availability of energy-autonomous,
miniaturized systems, i.e., ultra-low power (ULP) VLSI systems, which are generally characterized by extreme resource limitations. Some examples of applications
are wireless sensing platforms, body-area sensor networks (BASN), biomedical and
implantable devices, wearables, hearables, and monitors. Within the context of
such applications, the key requirements are long lifetime and miniaturized size (sub/millimeter-scale). In order to enable both requirements, energy-efficiency is the key
metric. It allows for extended battery lifetime and operation with the energy that
can be harvested from the environment, and it limits the size (volume) of the energy
sources utilized to power these systems.
Ultra-low voltage (ULV) operation is a key technique in which the VDD of circuits
is reduced from nominal to near or below the threshold voltage of the transistor. It is a
powerful knob that has been largely exploited by designers in order to achieve ultralow power consumption and high energy-efficiency in CMOS. Existing ULP VLSI
systems typically operate at a lower supply voltage thereby reducing their energy
consumption by one to two orders of magnitude in order to enable the aforementioned

applications.
While supply voltage scaling is a promising measure for achieving low power and
reducing energy consumption, it brings up several challenges. One critical issue is
the leakage energy dissipated by the devices, which is magnified in portion to the
total energy consumption at ULV. The reason is that, as VDD scales from nominal
to near-threshold and sub-threshold, transistors become increasingly slower and they
accumulate more leakage (i.e., static) power over longer cycle times. This energy waste
accounts for a significant portion of the system’s total energy consumption, offsets
the gains provided by voltage scaling, defines the minimum energy per operation, and
poses a practical limit for the system’s energy-efficiency.
This thesis presents selected research works on ultra-low leakage, energy-efficient
digital integrated circuit design. More specifically, it describes novel and key techniques for minimizing the energy waste of idle/underutilized and always-on hardware. The main goal of such techniques is to push the envelope of energy-efficiency
in energy-autonomous, miniaturized VLSI systems. Such techniques are applied to
key building blocks of emerging mobile and embedded computing devices resulting in
state-of-the-art energy-efficiencies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Overview

This chapter provides an introduction on energy-autonomous, miniaturized verylarge-scale integration (VLSI) systems1 for the ultra-low power (ULP) embedded
and mobile domains. It shows examples of recent and prospective applications and
use-cases. It discusses the main requirements for the systems that support such applications that are size and lifetime. It also presents energy-efficiency as the key enabler
for achieving smalls size and long lifetime in such systems.
This chapter discusses the power consumption of digital CMOS circuits, ultra-low
voltage, and energy-efficient operations. It also identifies leakage as a major roadblock
for improved energy-efficiency in ULP VLSI systems.
This chapter presents leakage mechanisms in CMOS circuits. Focus is given to
sub-threshold leakage, which is the dominant leakage component in today’s CMOS
1

In this thesis, the term “energy-autonomous, miniaturized VLSI system(s)” is used interchange-

ably with the term “ultra-low power VLSI system(s)” for simplicity.
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process technology. Additionally, this chapter provides a discussion on the impact
of the leakage in ULP VLSI systems and the importance of reducing it in order to
extend energy-efficiency.
Lastly, this chapter discuss the main contributions of this thesis that converge to
the main goal of extending the energy-efficiency of ULP VLSI systems by reducing the
energy waste of idle/underutilized and always-on hardware: novel power-gating switch
techniques that are applied in spatially and temporally fine-grained manners, an ultralow leakage logic family for always-on circuits, and a near-threshold programmable
spatial array accelerator for the ULP embedded and mobile domains.

1.2

Energy-Autonomous, Miniaturized VLSI Systems for the ULP Embedded and Mobile Domains

Several decades of improvements in integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing and design have enabled a diverse range of applications across the power consumption,
performance, and area spectra. Many of the recent and prospective applications
rely on the availability of emerging VLSI systems that are energy-autonomous and
miniaturized, generally characterized by extreme resource limitations (i.e., ULP VLSI
systems). A few examples of such applications are wireless sensing platforms [25;
18], body-area sensor nodes/networks (BASN) [12; 64], biomedical and implantable
devices [15], wearables [13], hearables [13; 14], and monitors [15; 16; 17]. With the increased attention of academia and industry communities, ever-growing opportunities
emerge for such electronics to impact our everyday life.
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Figure 1.1 A commercial long-term continuous blood glucose monitoring system.
In the context of such emerging embedded and mobile technologies, the main
drivers (i.e., requirements, features, or intrinsic characteristics) are defined by the
physical constraints of the system such as the size (i.e., volume, form factor) and the
power (aspects such as power delivery, budget, and lifetime). Regarding the size, it is
typically set by the energy sources of the system such as the battery and the energy
harvester/scavenger. Sub- and millimeter-scale is a common target for many of the
example applications [19; 18; 15]. For instance, implantable devices require small
size for less invasive deployments. In terms of power, as such systems are commonly
untethered, they also require to be self-powered that strongly limits their power and
energy budgets. For instance, a purely energy-harvested system is typically limited
to few µW for perpetual operation whereas a battery-powered system is constrained
by 10s of nW to 10s of µW for a lifetime of 10 years to 1 week, respectively [20].
Generally, long lifetime is highly desirable so as to avoid maintenance (e.g., battery
replacement in an implantable device). Figure 1.1 shows a related commercial application – an under-the-skin system that provides long-term continuous blood glucose
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monitoring [16]. The implantable system requires a small form factor and long lifetime for continuous operation and avoiding medical procedures to replace the energy
source.

1.2.1

The Key Enabler: Energy-Efficiency

While the continuous scaling of the CMOS device feature size, dictated by Moore’s
law, has enabled substantially more compact, complex, and energy-efficient hardware;
advances in power source technology (i.e., batteries and energy harvesters/scavengers)
have evolved at a significantly slower pace. Existing compact batteries [21] allow for
millimeter-scale power sources, however, the amount of energy that can be stored is
limited, roughly proportional to their volume. Other sources such as solar cells can
provide extremely limited energy from the environment to the system [68].
High energy-efficiency is simultaneously the key challenge and enabler of ULP
VLSI systems for emerging embedded and mobile applications. It addresses both
lifetime and size, the two major physical constraints of such systems. Low energy
dissipation allows for extended battery lifetime and operation with the energy that
can be harvested from the environment. Low energy consumption also allows for
reducing the size of the energy sources (e.g., battery and energy harvester/scavenger)
utilized to power these systems.
In the context of such power, energy, and area resource-constrained design space,
this thesis has an emphasis on novel circuit- and architecture-level techniques for improving energy-efficiency of integrated circuits and systems by minimizing the energy
waste of idle/underutilized and always-on hardware. Though applicable for most of
the integrated circuit design spectrum, the techniques presented here target energy-
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autonomous, miniaturized VLSI systems for the ULP embedded and mobile domains.

1.3

Ultra-Low Voltage, Energy-Efficient Operation

Ultra-low voltage (ULV) operation is a technique in which the supply voltage of
circuits is reduced from nominal to near or below the threshold voltage (Vt ) of the
CMOS transistor. This technique is the most powerful knob in today’s integrated
circuit design methodology for achieving lower power consumption and higher energyefficiency. For this reason, ULP design typically translates to ULV design [3].
Supply voltage scaling is particularly beneficial for ULP VLSI systems, mobile
and embedded applications such as the examples presented in Section 1.2. It enables
extended battery lifetime and operation with the energy that can be harvested from
the environment; it also allows for limiting the size (volume) of the energy sources
utilized to power such systems.
Figure 1.2 shows the simulated total energy consumption per cycle against the
supply voltage of operation of a 50-stage fanout-of-4 (FO4) inverter chain in a 65 nm
general purpose CMOS. It also shows two main components that contribute to the
total energy consumption: the switching and the leakage energies. Figure 1.3, on the
other hand, shows the FO4-inverter delay vs. supply voltage obtained from the same
benchmark circuit.
The switching energy per cycle component is expressed as Equation 1.1 [3; 4]:
2
2
ESW = Cef f VDD
= αsw CT OT VDD

(1.1)

where Cef f is the effective capacitance, CT OT is the total physical capacitance, and
αsw is the activity factor. The leakage energy component is expressed as Equation
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1.2:

ELKG = PLKG × TCY CLE = (VDD × IDS,OF F ) × TCY CLE

(1.2)

where IDS,OF F is the sub-threshold leakage current when VGS = 0 and VDS ≥ 3 · VT
for an NMOS device as described by Equation 1.3; and TCY CLE is the cycle time,
typically dominated by the total logic gate delay of the critical path of the target
system.

Figure 1.2 Energy/cycle vs. supply voltage of a 50-stage FO4-inverter chain benchmark circuit. The total energy/cycle is split between two major components: the
switching and leakage energies. At ULV, the leakage energy sets the minimum energy
point, the practical limit for energy-efficiency.
Equation 1.1 dictates that the supply voltage has a strong impact on the switching
energy – i.e., ESW scales quadratically with VDD . Additionally, Equation 1.2 shows
that supply voltage scaling leads to a linear reduction in PLKG whereas it leads to
an almost exponential increase in the gate delay from Equation 1.3 and Figure 1.3.
Therefore, the leakage energy per cycle (Equation 1.2) increases almost exponentially
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Figure 1.3 FO4-inverter delay vs. supply voltage of a 50-stage FO4-inverter chain
benchmark circuit. At ULV, delay increases almost exponentially as predicted by
Equation 1.3.
when reducing VDD – in Figure 1.2, the leakage energy per cycle has an opposite trend
as compared to the switching energy. The leakage energy components overcomes the
switching energy component and defines the minimum energy point (MEP) – the
practical limit for energy-efficiency. The supply voltage of operation at which the
MEP typically occurs is in the ULV region.
From the above considerations, it becomes clear that operating circuits at lower
VDD is highly desirable for ULP VLSI systems that can tolerate lower performance
such as the examples cited in Section 1.2. However, in such a case, the leakage energy
consumption plays an important role: it is responsible for the total energy increase
and setting the minimum energy per operation at ULV. Therefore, this thesis focus
on techniques for reducing the impact of the leakage energy in order to improve
energy-efficiency of ULP VLSI systems. The subsequent section discusses leakage
mechanisms in deep-submicrometer and nanometer CMOS with emphasis on subthreshold leakage.
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Leakage Mechanisms in CMOS Circuits

Leakage current in deep-submicrometer and nanometer process technology nodes is
one of the two main contributors to the power dissipation of today’s CMOS circuits.
This is a direct consequence of the technology scaling that has been continuing for
more than 40 years now, driven by the goals of achieving higher density and performance, and lower power consumption. Authors of [1; 2] identify, describe, and model
different leakage mechanisms there exist in contemporary CMOS circuits that are
sub-threshold leakage current, reverse-biased junction leakage current, gate leakage
(tunneling into and through gate oxide), and gate induced drain leakage. In current
CMOS technologies, however, the sub-threshold leakage current is much larger than
the other concurrent leakage current components and dominates the total leakage [2].
Hence, understanding, modeling, and managing the sub-threshold leakage has been a
key goal from the point of view of technology/device and circuits.
From the point of view of circuit design, authors of [2] further define active and
standby leakage in order to differentiate the leakage power of circuits in two scenarios:
active and standby. The former is defined as the intrinsic leakage power consumption of circuits that are powered on (i.e., active, not-shutdown, or in a low leakage
mode). The latter is defined as the remaining leakage current of circuits after exercising non-passive leakage suppression mechanisms such as power-gating. For instance,
when referring to the remaining leakage current of a power-gated block, then standby
leakage is usually the term employed.
Due to its great importance in today’s CMOS circuits, the works and techniques
presented in this thesis are focused on the sub-threshold leakage current. Throughout
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this thesis, the terms active leakage and leakage refer to sub-threshold leakage current,
otherwise specified.

1.4.1

Sub-Threshold Leakage Current

Sub-threshold leakage (also known as weak inversion conduction) is the current between the source and drain in a MOSFET device when it is in the cutoff region. In
an NMOS, the cutoff occurs when its gate-to-source voltage is less than or equal to
its threshold voltage, i.e., VGS ≤ Vt . In a PMOS, the cutoff occurs when its sourceto-gate voltage is less than or equal to its absolute threshold voltage, i.e., VSG ≤ |Vt |.
The sub-threshold curve of an NMOS device in a 65 nm general-purpose CMOS is
shown in Figure 1.4. The weak inversion region is identified as the linear part of the
curve in this semilog-Y plot.

Figure 1.4 Sub-threshold curve of an NMOS device in a 65 nm general purpose CMOS
process technology. The sub-threshold region is within the linear part of the curve in
this semilog-Y plot.
The sub-threshold current is then expressed as in Equation 1.3 [1]:
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W
(m − 1)(VT )2 × e(VGS −Vt )/mVT × (1 − e−VDS /VT )
L

(1.3)

where VT = kT /q is the thermal voltage, Cox is the gate oxide capacitance, µ0 is the
zero bias mobility. The sub-threshold swing coefficient (also known as body effect
coefficient), m, is expressed by:

m=1+

Cdm
3tox
SS
=1+
=
Cox
Wdm
ln (10) VT

(1.4)

where SS is the sub-threshold slope (sub-threshold swing), which indicates how effectively the transistor can be turned off as VGS is down-scaled below Vt . SS is expressed
as a rate of decrease of the current between source and drain when VGS ≤ Vt as in
Equation 1.5:



d(log10 IDS )
SS =
dVGS

−1

mkT
kT
= 2.3
= 2.3
q
q



Cdm
1+
Cox

(1.5)

Ideally, when tox → 0 in Equation 1.4 and at room temperature, the SS ≈ 60
mV/decade. Nevertheless, typical values for a bulk CMOS range from 70 to 120
mV/decade. For instance, in Figure 1.4, the NMOS device has a slope of approximately 95 mV/decade.

1.5

The Impact of Leakage in ULP VLSI Systems

Leakage plays a fundamental role in ULP VLSI systems. It is responsible for the
increase of total energy per cycle at ULV and it determines the MEP of ULP VLSI
systems.
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As shown in Figure 1.2, the leakage energy component is responsible for the total
energy per cycle increase at ULV operation. The almost exponential increase of
the leakage energy limits the energy reductions provided by supply voltage scaling,
as opposed to the quadratic reduction that would have been achievable if the total
energy was dominated by the switching energy component. In fact, if the leakage
contribution was negligible at ULV, then ESW  ELKG , and from Equation 1.1, the
switching energy would monotonically decrease with supply voltage. In such a case,
the MEP would be determined by the minimum supply voltage (VM IN ) of operation
of the circuits. However, the leakage contribution is non-negligible and becomes
increasingly significant with operation at scaled-VDD .
The leakage energy contribution at ULV also determines the MEP of an ULP VLSI
circuit. In Figure 1.2, when the leakage energy curve moves up (i.e., the ELKG portion
increases), the supply voltage where the MEP occurs moves towards a higher VDD .
Consequently, it determines a higher MEP, undesirable for the target applications
mentioned in Section 1.2.
From the above considerations, it becomes clear that leakage energy management
is a crucial measure in order to achieve high energy-efficiency in ULP VLSI systems.
In this context, this thesis focus on extending the energy-efficiency of ULP VLSI
systems by suppressing the leakage energy thus reducing the energy waste of idle,
underutilized, and always-on hardware. As will be shown in Subsection 1.5.1, traditional leakage suppression techniques are rather ineffective at ULV. Hence, novel
techniques for reducing leakage of circuits are required to extend the energy-efficiency
of circuits operating at ultra-low VDD .
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The Ineffectiveness of Traditional Leakage Reduction
Techniques at ULV

While there is a large body of works that have been published over the years about
leakage energy reduction in CMOS circuits, most of the proposed techniques target
super-threshold circuits and are marginally effective for mitigating the leakage energy
in near- and sub-threshold regimes. A few examples include transistor stacking [22;
2] and multiple threshold design [22; 2; 4].
1.5.1.1

Transistor Stacking

Transistor stacking [22; 2] is a technique that has been historically utilized by designers to reduce the leakage of circuits at the super-threshold regime. It is a compelling
measure at nominal VDD because the factor by which the off-current (i.e., IOF F ) is
reduced due to the connection of multiple devices in series is much larger than the
performance degradation incurred by the stack. The leakage current reduction is
larger at nominal supply voltage because of the stronger the super-cutoff effect (i.e.,
negative-|VGS |). However, at ULV operation, as it will be shown in Section 1 (Motivation) of Chapter 4, transistor stacking results in much smaller leakage reduction
and much larger performance penalty. At ULV, the super-cutoff effect is weaker because the amount of negative-|VGS | scales down with supply voltage, which makes
such technique marginally effective.
1.5.1.2

Multiple Threshold (Multi-Vt ) Design

The adoption of different threshold voltage devices on designing CMOS circuits is
another traditional technique to reduce leakage at nominal supply voltage. In multi-
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Vt designs, standard- and low-threshold cells are assigned to critical paths for meeting
the cycle time whereas high-threshold cells are assigned to paths that are not critical
for reducing leakage. At ULV operation, however, devices have exponential sensitivity
to the threshold voltage in accordance with Equation 1.3. Consequently, the noncritical paths with high-threshold voltage devices become much slower and start to
turn into critical paths, which impacts delay and timing closure. Furthermore, in
multi-Vt design, the leakage savings are generally small and limited by the standardand low-threshold voltage cells.

1.6

Challenges and Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis focus on leakage suppression mechanisms with the goal of minimizing the
leakage energy waste of idle, underutilized, and always-on hardware in ULP VLSI
systems for embedded and mobile applications. As shown in Figure 1.2, the leakage
energy increases the total energy per cycle at ULV and increases the total energy
consumption. It also defines the practical limit for energy-efficiency, which is not necessarily enough for the applications in Section 1.2 and potentially enabling unforeseen
use-cases. Therefore, this thesis proposes novel leakage reduction techniques to effectively address such energy waste and extend the boundaries of energy-efficiency. As
illustrated in Figure 1.5, the main goal of the proposed techniques presented here is
to move down (reduce) the leakage energy curve from the original point (1) to the
lower leakage energy point (2) so as to enable higher energy-efficiency in ULP VLSI
systems.
The circuit- and architecture-level techniques for leakage mitigation proposed in
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Figure 1.5 Energy/cycle vs. supply voltage of a 50-stage FO4-inverter chain benchmark circuit after applying leakage reduction techniques. The leakage energy curve
(1) moves down to a lower leakage point (2). Consequently, the total energy is also
reduced enabling extended energy-efficiency.
this thesis are demonstrated in real, fairly large ULP VLSI systems from applicationspecific integrated circuit (ASIC) accelerators to general purpose processors and
to spatial architectures (i.e., coarse-grain reconfigurable accelerators/architectures).
Such ULP VLSI systems were taped-out using commercial process technologies and
verified functionality under different process, voltage, and temperature conditions.
Measured results of the prototypes attest the effectiveness of the proposed techniques
and mark state-of-the-art energy-efficiencies.
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1.6.1

Spatiotemporally Fine-Grained Power-Gating

1.6.1.1

Temporally Fine-Grained Sleep Technique for Parallel Architectures at ULV

Chapter 2 presents a novel sleep technique with fine temporal granularity for parallel architectures operating at ULV. This technique allows for extending the energyefficiency of parallel circuits operating in the near- and sub-threshold regimes by opportunistically shutting down idle and underutilized replicas in a parallel architecture
to reduce leakage.
An analysis of the energy/cycle vs. cycle time for the baseline (i.e., no pipelining
or parallelism implemented), the 2-stage pipelined, and the 2-way parallel multiplier
shows that trading-off performance and energy-efficiency by increasing parallelism
and reducing supply voltage becomes unattainable at ULV operation – differently
from what classic studies have shown for the super-threshold regime [28]. The reason
is that the leakage energy waste offsets the total energy reduction provided by VDD
down-scaling.
We then investigate power-gating switches to reduce the impact of leakage in parallel architectures operating at low supply voltages. We show a meticulous study
on power-gating switch overheads and identify Zigzag Super Cut-Off CMOS (ZSCCMOS) [36; 37] as a key power-gating technique for obtaining full benefit of the
performance/energy-efficiency trade-off at ULV.
Therefore, we propose a novel sleep technique that utilizes ZSCCMOS circuits
coupled with the parallel architecture in order to shutdown idle and underutilized
replicas/branches in a temporally fine-grained manner. The proposed technique is
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applied to the 2-way parallel multiplier. Simulation results show that at low utilizations rates the proposed parallel design with the proposed technique achieves 2.4X
better energy-efficiency than the 2-way parallel design with no the sleep mode.
1.6.1.2

A Compact, Energy-Efficient FFT Processor for ULP Embedded
Applications

Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of a compact, energy-efficient fast
Fourier transform (FFT) core that improves the MEP (i.e., energy-efficiency) by 50
mV to 75 mV as compared to its baseline counterpart implementation by suppressing
the leakage energy consumption of its functional units such as the SRAM memories
and the processing element.
In the proposed FFT core, we adopt a memory-based FFT architecture for areaefficiency and exercise sub-threshold circuits to minimize the switching energy consumption. The main roadblock in this direction is the leakage energy consumption
that limits the scaling of the minimum energy per FFT. This, consequently, results
in a marginal energy-efficiency, similarly to previously published work [24].
To address the leakage energy and extend the energy-efficiency of the FFT core, we
propose spatiotemporally fine-grained leakage reduction techniques that are applied to
memory and combinational logic circuits. Engineered for ultra-low leakage consumption, the fabricated FFT silicon prototype consumes 3.19 nJ per 256-point FFT transform and achieves approximately 5X better energy-area-product than the prior art [50;
24].
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An Ultra-Low Leakage Logic Family for Always-On
Circuits

Chapter 4 presents a novel ultra-low leakage logic family for always-on circuits referred
to as Feedforward Leakage Self Suppression Logic (FLSL). It addresses the switching speed problem of existing ultra-low leakage logic families whereas maintaining
femtowatt leakage power consumption per gate.
ULP VLSI systems typically execute a short task imposed by an application and
put most their building in the sleep mode to reduce power consumption. Nevertheless,
the energy-efficiency of such systems can be still dominated by always-on circuits –
low switching activity, leakage-dominated – such as data-retentive SRAMs, power
management, signal acquisition front-ends, control. Minimizing the leakage energy of
such always-on modules becomes crucial for improving energy-efficiency.
We then propose a novel ultra-low leakage logic family based on the prior art [68].
The proposed work removes the slow feedback path of [68] and replaces it with fast
feedforward signals that are available in a complementary (i.e., dual-rail) logic family.
We develop a complete standard-cell library and fabricate a finite impulse response
(FIR) core to demonstrated the proposed logic family. Results show an improvement
of 150X in speed and 200X in leakage-delay product over the prior art [68].

1.6.3

A Near-Vt Programmable Spatial Array Accelerator for
the Ultra-Low Power Embedded and Mobile Domains

Chapter 5 presents Catena, a near-threshold sub-0.4-mW 16-core programmable spatial array accelerator for the ULP embedded and mobile domains. Catena’s circuit
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and architecture is designed using the proposed techniques presented in Chapters 2,
3, and 4, in order to minimize the energy waste of idle and underutilized hardware
and always-on circuits. Thanks to the proposed techniques, the prototype achieves
state-of-the-art energy-efficiencies across multiple workloads and utilization rates.
Programmable spatial array accelerators are massively parallel devices that have
been historically utilized in high-performance computing systems. As a fully programmable device, such an architecture also becomes a compelling solution for emerging embedded and mobile applications that can tolerate lower frequency of operation
as it can efficiently map workloads commonly used in this domain such as cryptography, deep neural networks, and digital signal processing. The large degree of
parallelism of a spatially-programmable architecture also offers ample opportunity for
trading-off performance and energy-efficiency via voltage scaling.
However, as it will be shown in Chapter 2, this trade-off becomes unattainable
at ULV due to the energy waste of idle and underutilized hardware and always-on
circuits. Therefore, we engineer Catena’s circuit and architecture to address such
issues. We employ spatially and temporally fine-grained clock- and power-gating as
presented in Chapters 2 and 3 to minimize the energy waste of idle and underutilized
hardware. For the always-on circuits, we employ techniques such as shown in Chapter
4 as well as increase computation-efficiency by utilizing architectural knobs such as
sub-word vectorization.
Catena’s prototype is the first known programmable spatial array accelerator designed to operate at near- and sub-threshold and consume ULP. Thanks to the proposed techniques, it achieves state-of-the-art energy-efficiencies across multiple workloads and hardware utilization rates. It achieves 2.7X better energy-efficiency than
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prior art [71] when performing an FFT workload.

1.7

Organization of this Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction on the
ULP VLSI systems that the research works presented in this thesis are targeted for.
It also discusses ULV operation, sub-threshold leakage current in deep-submicrometer
and nanometer CMOS circuits, and the importance of reducing the leakage energy
in the target ULP VLSI systems. Chapter 2 presents a novel technique on temporally fine-grain sleep mode for achieving maximum benefit of the performance and
energy-efficiency trade-off in parallel architectures operating at ULV by suppressing
leakage energy. Chapter 3 presents circuit-level techniques on spatiotemporally finegrain leakage reduction applied to combinational logic and memory circuits of a compact fast Fourier transform (FFT) processor in order to improve its energy-efficiency.
Chapter 4 presents a novel logic family for ultra-low leakage always-on circuits in ULP
VLSI systems, which achieves f W/gate leakage while addressing the switching speed
problem of the prior art. Chapter 5 presents a sub-0.4-mW, near-threshold 16-core
programmable spatial array accelerator for the ultra-low power emerging embedded
and mobile Internet of Things, which employs multiple circuit- and architecture-level
techniques for improving energy-efficiency by minimizing the energy waste of idle and
underutilized hardware. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Temporally Fine-Grained Sleep
Technique for Near- and
Sub-Threshold Parallel
Architectures
This chapter presents a design approach for improving energy-efficiency and throughput of parallel architectures in near- and sub-threshold voltage circuits. The focus
is to suppress leakage energy dissipation of idle portions of circuits during active
modes, which can allow us to wholly transform the throughput improvement from
parallel architectures into energy savings via deep voltage scaling. We begin by investigating the efficacy of parallel and pipeline architectures in near- and sub-threshold
circuits. The investigation reveals that active leakage energy dissipation largely undermines the ability of deep voltage scaling to transform excessive throughput into
energy savings. Techniques such as power-gating switches (PGS) can mitigate the
active leakage power dissipation; however, the overhead for entering and exiting sleep
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modes can offset the energy savings provided by sleep mode, particularly if sleep time
is fine-grained for suppressing active leakage. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose
a PGS design technique, inspired by Zigzag Super Cut-Off CMOS (ZSCCMOS) [36;
37], in order to optimize the overheads of mode-transitions of PGS in near- and subthreshold circuits. The proposed technique allows for having circuits in the sleep
mode for as short as a single clock cycle with a negligible amount of energy and
delay overheads. We apply our proposed design to parallel multiplier-based test circuits operating at near- and sub-threshold voltages. Simulations show a significant
improvement in energy-efficiency over baselines at the same throughput.

2.1

Motivation

The advance of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology has
enabled incredible progress in integrated circuits (IC) over the years. As transistors
become smaller, faster, and consume less power, new and unforeseen applications
emerge across the size, performance, and power spectra.
In recent years, however, with emerging systems of increasingly higher complexity
and embedded applications, power and energy consumption have become of greater
importance and designers have had to conscientiously devise techniques to improve
power consumption whereas avoiding or mitigating performance degradation.
Supply voltage (VDD ) scaling from nominal down to near or below the level of
transistor threshold voltage (Vt ) [24; 25; 26; 27] is one of the most powerful knobs we
have in order to reduce the power consumption of circuits. Such a technique often
referred to as near- and sub-threshold operation can provide one to two orders of
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magnitude savings in energy dissipation.
Coupled with supply voltage scaling, parallelism and pipelining have been historically utilized by designers in order to improve performance and energy-efficiency of
digital circuits – as shown in classic studies [28; 29; 30; 31], by taking advantage of
the performance enhancement of parallelism and pipelining in throughput and clock
frequency, respectively, one can trade-off performance and energy-efficiency via VDD
scaling.
The existing works on parallel and pipelined architectures, however, have an emphasis on nominal VDD (super-threshold regime) designs, having minimal attention to
a crucial issue that has a great impact in near- and sub-threshold circuits: the active
leakage dissipation. As VDD is scaled down from nominal to near- and sub-threshold
levels, increasingly slowed-down circuits accumulate exponentially more leakage power
per clock cycle. Such accumulation, in the form of active leakage energy, starts to
offset the energy reduction gains and sets a practical limit for energy-efficiency. Active leakage energy dissipation, consequently, becomes critical for runtime computing energy-efficiency. The point at which the total energy consumption starts to
increase is defined as the minimum energy point (MEP). The energy consumption
at MEP is denoted by optimal energy (EOP T ) or minimum energy(EM IN ) [32; 33;
48].
In order to improve computing energy-efficiency beyond the conventional limit,
i.e., MEP, it is key to reduce leakage energy dissipation during active modes. One of
the potential solutions for it is to place idle parts of circuits in a low leakage (sleep)
mode. For example, although not targeting ultra-low voltage (ULV) circuits, Refs.
[34; 35] have proposed PGS for each function block of an execution stage of a pipelined
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microprocessor. By opportunistically having the blocks that perform no useful work
in the sleep mode, we can reduce active leakage waste.
While shutting idle circuits down is a valid approach, it can cause non-negligible
energy and delay overheads to frequently enter and exit sleep mode (i.e., modetransitions) for suppressing the active leakage. PGS can consume a significant amount
of dynamic energy to charge and discharge internal nodes’ capacitances during modetransitions. Furthermore, the delay required for transitioning from sleep to active
mode can degrade throughput and complicate sleep control.
In this chapter, we investigate a novel technique on temporally fine-grained PGS
that allows for minimal mode-transition energy and delay overheads. We analyze various PGS strategies at ULV, revive, and optimize a previously published technique
known as Zigzag Super Cut-Off CMOS (ZSCCMOS) [36; 37]. ZSCCMOS has been
proposed as an alternative to conventional PGS, but it has not been widely adopted
in super-threshold circuits due to its poor ability to suppress gate leakage. Nevertheless, gate leakage dissipation at near- and sub-threshold regimes is rather small
as compared to sub-threshold leakage. Therefore, ZSCCMOS becomes a compelling
PGS technique to largely reduce the overhead associated with mode-transitions in
ULV circuits.
We apply the proposed PGS technique in a parallel multiplier benchmark circuit
that operates in the near- and sub-threshold regime. The technique allows for having
idle branches of the parallel multiplier in the sleep mode for as short as a single
clock cycle with minimal delay and energy overheads. The simulation results show
that the parallel architecture employing the proposed temporally fine-grained PGS
design technique can improve energy-efficiency by 1.9X to 2.6X, over the baseline,
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2-stage pipelined, and 2-way parallel designs running at the same throughput. The
contribution of this work is summarized below:
• We analyze the challenge of active leakage in parallel architectures in near- and
sub-threshold voltage circuits.
• We motivate the active leakage can be significantly mitigated by employing
temporally fine-grained PGS.
• Among the multiple PGS techniques studied, we find ZSCCMOS to be a good
fit for temporal fine granularity.
• We experimentally confirm that the combination of parallel architectures and
ZSCCMOS can successfully trade-off architectural throughput improvement for
energy savings in near- and sub-threshold voltage operation.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2, we analyze parallel and
pipeline architectures in near- and sub-threshold operation. Additionally, we study
the impact of circuit utilization and the scalability of parallel architectures. In Section
2.3, we analyze the overhead of exercising sleep mode utilizing PGS, and in Section
2.4 we revive and optimize the ZSCCMOS technique for achieving minimal modetransition overheads in near- and sub-threshold circuits. In Section 2.5, we evaluate
the proposed PGS technique in parallel architectures on its efficacy to suppress active leakage overhead in near- and sub-threshold circuits. Section 2.6 concludes this
chapter.
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Parallelism and Pipelining in Near- and SubThreshold Circuits

Increasing hardware parallelism and pipelining are notable architectural strategies
for enhancing effective computing throughput. These approaches can also provide
significant energy-efficiency gains since the improved throughput can be traded off
for energy savings via voltage scaling.
In this section, we will investigate the efficacy of parallelism and pipelining in nearand sub-threshold circuits. In nominal supply voltage (super-threshold regime), the
study [28] has shown that parallelism and pipelining enable lower supply voltage of
operation for the same throughput thus improving energy-efficiency. The results show
that 2-way parallel and 2-stage pipelined architectures can reduce VDD from 5 V to
2.9 V and achieve 2.5X and 2.8X, respectively, energy savings over the baseline design.
As we show shortly, however, those architectures become significantly less effective
on improving energy-efficiency in near and sub-threshold circuits due to the impact
of the active leakage.

2.2.1

The Effectiveness of the 2-Way Parallel Architecture

In order to investigate parallelism and pipelining in near- and sub-threshold circuits,
we use three benchmark circuits based on 16-bit Baugh-Wooley (BW) multipliers
[23] in a 65 nm general-purpose CMOS. The baseline version, shown in Figure 2.1(a),
consists of 32 input D flip-flops and a BW multiplier, which operates at the maximum
clock frequency (FCLK,BASE ) at each VDD . Figure 2.1(b) shows a 2-stage pipelined
architecture, which consists of 32 input and pipeline flip-flops. The 2-stage pipeline
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can halve the critical path delay, which allows us to use the same clock frequency
(FCLK,P IP E = FCLK,BASE ) at a lower VDD for improved energy-efficiency. Lastly,
Figure 2.1(c) shows the 2-way parallel architecture. This design includes a 32-bit
2-to-1 multiplexer to recombine the outputs of the two multipliers (i.e., Multipliers 1
and 2). In the parallel architecture, while a new input comes at FCLK,BASE , computation is interleaved by clocking the input flip-flops at FCLK,P ARA which is the half of
FCLK,BASE . Although clock frequency is reduced, throughput is still maintained. This
slack, provided by parallelism, enables us to reduce VDD to increase energy savings.
The energy dissipation of output flip-flops is not included.
As shown in Figure 2.2(a), we perform SPICE simulations for the three test architectures to find FCLK and the corresponding energy consumption per cycle across a
range of VDD s that cover super-, near-, and sub-threshold regimes. Results in Figure
2.2(b) show that the 2-way parallel design, operating at nominal VDD , can achieve
2X improvement in throughput for the same energy/cycle and 2X improvement in
energy-efficiency for the same throughput, as compared to the baseline design. However, at near-threshold VDD s, as shown in Figure 2.2(c), the active leakage starts to
be more significant, reducing the energy-efficiency gains to 1.4X.
The active leakage contribution becomes even greater when VDD is deeply scaled
down to the sub-threshold level. As a result, shown in Figure 2.2(d), the 2-way
parallel architecture becomes even less energy-efficient than the baseline one.
Similarly, one can observe that the energy-efficiency gains of the pipeline architecture over the baseline reduce as VDD scales down from super- to near- and subthreshold levels (Figures 2.2(b)–2.2(d)) although the trend is less aggressive than
the parallel architecture case. This is because the 2-stage pipeline architecture in-
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Figure 2.1 Three test architectures based on a 16-bit multiplier. (a) Baseline, (b) 2stage pipelined, and (c) 2-way parallel designs. The dash lines represent boundaries
of the equivalent sequencing stage across three designs.
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Figure 2.2 Comparisons of three architectures (baseline, 2-stage pipelined, and 2-way
parallel), in energy consumption per cycle and computational throughput. VDD is
swept from 0.8 V to 0.2 V, with a step of 50 mV. (a) The comparisons over the
full range of VDD sweep; (b) A zoomed in view in the super-threshold regime; (c) A
zoomed in version in near-threshold regime; (d) A zoomed in version in sub-threshold
regime.
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curs less active leakage overhead than the 2-way parallel one. Figure 2.3 summarizes
throughput and efficiency gains of the two architectures across super-, near-, and
sub-threshold voltages.

Figure 2.3 Performance and energy-efficiency gains of parallel and pipeline architectures at super-, near-, and sub-threshold regimes.

2.2.2

The Impact of Circuit Utilization

The results shown in the previous section are based on 100 % hardware utilization,
i.e., a new input comes in every clock cycle. The 100 % hardware utilization scenario,
however, may not reflect the practical case as utilization is usually lower considering
the multiplier is a functional unit of a larger system. In order to understand the
impact of hardware utilization, we perform energy/cycle simulations for the three
test circuits at the supply voltage levels that make the architectures to meet the
same throughput of 50 MHz, i.e., clock cycle time (TCY CLE ) of 20 ns. We then sweep
hardware utilization via input control.
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As shown in Figure 2.4(a), at low utilization rates, the active leakage dissipation
starts to dominate the total energy consumption and offsets the quadratic reduction of
dynamic energy provided by voltage scaling. The energy/cycle curves of the baseline
and the 2-way parallel architecture intersect at around 30 % utilization rate, making
the parallel architecture worse than the baseline in energy-efficiency. The 2-stage
pipelined design still achieves better or equal energy-efficiency as compared to the
baseline over utilization rates. We further analyze the crossing point of the baseline
and the parallel architecture over several cycle times, ranging from 10 to 40 ns. The
results show that longer TCY CLE increases (shifts up) the crossing point since both
designs operate at low VDD s, shown in Figure 2.4(b).

Figure 2.4 Impact of hardware utilization. (a) The comparisons of the three architectures at TCY CLE = 20 ns. (b) The crossover utilization point between the baseline
and the 2-way parallel architectures over TCY CLE s.
Hardware utilization has a strong impact on the effectiveness of parallel architectures to trade-off throughput and energy savings via supply voltage scaling. At
sub-threshold VDD (which for this technology occurs around 0.3 V), utilization rates
inferior to 60 % can make the 2-way parallel architecture less efficient than the base-
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line. The root cause is the active leakage overhead, magnified at low hardware usage.
This is a significant concern as parallelism by using parallel replicas and interleaved
input sampling (as in the 2-way parallel multiplier) is often considered as an important
architectural knob to improve energy-efficiency and throughput.

2.2.3

Scalability of Parallel Architectures

In this section, we further explore the scalability of parallel architectures (the scalability of pipeline architectures is discussed in works [38; 39]). We sweep the number of parallel replicas (amount of parallelism) from one to eight ways and simulate
the throughput and energy dissipation per cycle. Figure 2.5 presents the results
at the near-threshold regime. Figure 2.5(a) shows that more parallelism can increase throughput at the same energy per operation roughly in a linear manner. The
marginal improvement of throughput decreases as parallelism is extended to more
ways due to the circuit overhead associated with it, for example, input flip-flops and
multiplexers. Figure 2.5(b) shows the improvement in energy per operation at the
same throughput. Similarly, we find that as the number of ways increases, parallel architectures incur more active leakage overhead, reducing the energy-efficiency
improvements.
We perform the same scalability analysis for parallel architecture in the subthreshold regime. The results are essentially an exacerbated version of the trends
observed in Figure 2.5. As seen in Figure 2.6(a), the throughput increases more
slowly with an increasing amount of parallelism. Furthermore, as shown in Figure
2.6(b), the energy per operation can improve until the number of ways increases to
4. The 8-way parallel architecture, in fact, consumes more energy per operation than
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Figure 2.5 Scalability of parallel architectures in near-threshold regime. (a) Computation throughput improvement at the same energy per operation. (b) Energy per
operation improvement at the same throughput.
the 2-way parallel architecture at the same throughput.

2.3

Power-Gating Overhead Analysis

In Section 2.2, we find that is critical to mitigating the active leakage for large parallel
devices at ULV. PGS is a valid technique to reduce leakage power by having idle
circuits in sleep mode. However, in order to use PGS for mitigating active leakage
dissipation, we need to support sleep time as short as one clock cycle. With such short
sleep time, delay and energy overheads of mode-transitions must be minimized. In
this section, we systematically analyze the overheads of PGS across VDD s. In Section
2.4, we will explore a PGS technique with low mode-transition overheads.
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Figure 2.6 Scalability of parallel architectures in sub-threshold regime. (a) Computation throughput improvement at the same energy per operation. (b) Energy per
operation improvement at the same throughput.

Figure 2.7 (a) Main circuits (two inverters) with an NMOS PGS showing the critical
discharging path during the wake-up process. (b) Timing and energy overheads during
the mode-transitions.
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PGS mode-transition Energy and Delay Overheads

Figure 2.7(a) depicts the conventional NMOS based PGS design. Figure 2.7(b) illustrates the transient behaviors of the virtual ground potential (VV G ) and power
dissipation of the main circuits when entering, exercising, and exiting sleep modes.
Here, when the SLPB signal transitions to logic level LOW (i.e., entering sleep mode),
the potential of VG starts to rise to a level close to VDD . The elapsed time associated
with this transition is defined as time to sleep (T2SLP ). After that, the circuits reach
deep sleep, when they consume minimal leakage power, referred to as PSLEEP . In
order to exit a sleep mode, the SLPB signal is set HIGH and each node of the main
circuits, including VG , returns to its stable state. The transition time from sleep to
active mode is referred to as wake-up time (T2W KU ). The total sleep time, TSLP ,
is defined as the sum of T2SLP , TSLEEP , and T2W KU . The energy dissipated during
a mode-transition is defined as ET RAN . Among the metrics discussed, the critical
bottlenecks for enabling temporally fine-grained sleep modes are T2W KU and ET RAN .
T2W KU has a direct impact on computing throughput since a longer T2W KU prevents
the hardware from computing immediately after a new input arrives. Additionally,
ET RAN can dictate the efficacy of temporally fine-grained sleep modes since a larger
ET RAN can offset the leakage reduction through exercising temporally fine-grained
sleep modes. T2W KU is related to the charging and discharging action of various capacitors through the power-switch that transitions from OFF to ON state. In order to
understand the dynamics of it, we consider the simple circuits that consist of two inverters and a footer PGS (Figure 2.7(a)) and derive an analytical equation for T2W KU .
When we wake up the circuits, i.e., SLPB changes from LOW to HIGH, T2W KU is
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determined by a critical discharging path, from INT to V G and GND (highlighted in
red) in Figure 2.7(a). This process involves discharging mainly two large capacitors:
the virtual ground rail parasitic capacitor (CV G ) and an interconnect capacitor of the
main circuits (CIN T ). Thus, as shown in Figure 2.8(a), we can define T2W KU as the
sum of two discharging time components as shown below:
T2W KU = T2W KU 1 + T2W KU 2

(2.1)

where T2W KU 1 is the time to discharge VV G to 4 · VT (VT is thermal voltage, 25.8 mV
at room temperature) and T2W KU 2 is the time to discharge VIN T to 10 % of VDD .
In the course of T2W KU 1 , the PGS has low resistance (RP GS,on ) since the gatesource (VGS,P GS ) and drain-source (VDS,P GS ) voltages are large.

RP GS,on is also

roughly constant as VGS,P G is the same and the impact of VDS,P GS on RP GS,on is
small for the well-known sub-threshold leakage current equation. On the other hand,
the gate-source voltage of the pull down transistor N1 (VGS,N 1 ) is approximately zero
since VV G is close to VDD during this phase. This leads N1 to have a resistance (RN1)
that is very large relatively to RP GS,on . Therefore, T2W KU 1 can be modeled as the
discharging time of CV G through RP GS,on (Figure 2.8(b)). It can be derived as:

T2W KU 1 = CV G · RP GS,on · ln

VDD
4VT


(2.2)

As VV G discharges to 4 · VT , the condition that we described above no longer holds
since VGS,N 1 becomes large enough and N1 starts to discharge CIN T . In order to
model T2W KU 2 , accordingly, we consider the circuits shown in 2.8(c), where VGS,N 1 =
VDD − VV G and VDS,N 1 = VDD − VV G . Then, based on the capacitor current equation,
i.e., iN 1 = CIN T · dVIN T /dt, where iN 1 is the drain current of N1, we can derive the
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Figure 2.8 VV G and VIN T waveforms during a wake-up process. T2W KU is divided into
two phases, (b) the effective circuits during T2W KU 1 , (c) the effective circuits during
T2W KU 2 .
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following integral equation:
 

Z 0.1VDD
Z T2W KU 2 
VDS,N 1
VGS,N 1 − Vt
· 1 − exp −
dt = CIN T
dVIN T (2.3)
IS exp
nVT
VT
4VT
0
where VV G is assumed to linearly scale down over time with a slope k (i.e., VV G =
−kt + 4VT ), and n is a sub-threshold slope factor, determined by the intrinsic device
topology and structure. Since VDS,N 1 is much larger than VT , the VDS exponential
term in the sub-threshold leakage equation can be omitted. Solving this equation for
T2W KU 2 leads to:
T2W KU 2 =

0.9 · VDD · k · CIN T
1
· ln 1 −
T −Vt
k
IS exp VDD −4V
nVT

!
(2.4)

Equation 2.4 states that k dictates T2W KU 2 . k is small relative to the slope in
T2W KU 1 . Consequently, T2W KU 2 becomes large since it is the result of a negative
feedback. While N1 dumps charge from INT to VG, it slows down the increase of
VGS,N 1 . This, however, implies that if discharging CIN T through N1 does not dump
charge from INT to VG, T2W KU 2 can be shortened.
Finally, we verify the T2W KU equations via simulation. As shown in Figure 2.8(a),
the model matches well with SPICE results. We also verify the improvement of
T2W KU 2 at the absence of charge dumping from INT to VG. The green dashed line
clearly shows that it can achieve much shorter T2W KU 2 .
In addition to T2W KU , ET RAN is another overhead to be minimized for enabling
temporally fine-grained sleep mode. It is associated with the switching energy dissipation in various parasitic capacitors. Since ET RAN is dominated by switching energy
dissipation, it can be small in near- and sub-threshold VDD s, which will be confirmed
in Subsection 2.3.2 ET RAN can be modeled as:
2
ET RAN = (CV G + CIN T )∆V 2 + CP GS · VDD

(2.5)
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where ∆V is the change of VV G during mode-transitions (typically close to VDD ) and
CP GS is the PGS gate capacitance.
Based on the derived equations in this section, the main knobs to minimize
the mode-transition overheads associated with T2W KU and ET RAN are CV G , CIN T ,
RP GS,on , and ∆V . Among those, CIN T , in particular, plays a critical role in both
T2W KU and ET RAN []. Conceiving a technique that avoids charging and discharging
CIN T during a wake-up process would potentially enable shorter T2W KU and lower
ET RAN .

2.3.2

The Impact of Voltage Scaling on PGS Overheads

We investigate the impact of VDD on T2W KU and ET RAN using 16-bit BW multiplier test circuits. We use post-layout parasitic RC extracted netlists in a 65 nm
general-purpose CMOS. The PGS is designed with standard-threshold (SVT) NMOS
transistors and sized approximately 1 % of the total NMOS width of the multiplier
circuits, as suggested in [40; 41]. In addition, based on the suggestion in Ref. [42],
we include a 10 pF decoupling capacitor that is approximately 10 % of the footprint
of the multiplier. The substrate of the main circuit is isolated and tied to virtual
ground to avoid implicit body biasing.
We investigate relative costs such as T2W KU in fanout-of-4 (FO4)-inverter delay
units and ET RAN normalized to leakage energy consumption per cycle (ELEAK ), both
across VDD s. We set TCY CLE to the minimum value at each VDD . As shown in
Figure 2.9, the relative ET RAN quadratically decreases with VDD . This is because
ET RAN consists mainly of switching energy dissipation. On the other hand, the relative T2W KU remains roughly insensitive to VDD down scaling since the parameters
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determining T2W KU (e.g., RP GS,on and k) scale similarly with the FO4-inverter delay
across VDD s.
The smaller relative ET RAN at lower VDD s can be an important opportunity to use
temporally fine-grained sleep modes for mitigating active leakage overhead. Still, it
remains critical devising a technique to reduce T2W KU . By doing so, we can completely
remove the bottlenecks to enable temporally fine-grained sleep mode.

Figure 2.9 Relative energy and timing overheads over VDD s.

2.4

Temporally Fine-Grained Sleep Technique

In order to reduce T2W KU , we first investigate the use of an overdrive VGS to drive the
PGS – e.g., using VSLP B = 1 V and VDD = 0.35 V in Figure 2.8(a). This, however,
can shorten only T2W KU 1 and have little impact on reducing T2W KU 2 – the latter is
dominated by the feedback process of non-PGS transistors (e.g., N1 in Figure 2.8(a)).
As shown in Figure 2.12, T2W KU is still 35 FO4-inverter delays (only 3 FO4 reduction
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from T2W KU of the non-overdrive PGS case) largely compromising throughput if a
temporally fine-grain sleep mode is exercised.
Equations 2.3 and 2.4 show that it is critical to avoid the discharging process of
CIN T . For this, we revive and optimize a technique known as Zigzag Super Cut-Off
CMOS (ZSCCMOS) [36; 37]. This technique assigns either footer or header PGS to
each gate depending on the output voltage level at a predefined set of inputs. This
arrangement prevents internal nets’ capacitors from charging and discharging during
mode-transitions.
Figure 2.10(a) shows such arrangement for a 50-stage inverter chain. In this
scheme, when the circuits enter into the sleep mode (the signal SLPB becomes LOW),
VIN is also set to a predefined value (LOW in this example). This makes all the
inverters have their outputs (i.e., internal nodes) forced to predefined values, either
LOW or HIGH. Those gates with HIGH outputs are tied to a footer PGS. On the
other hand, those gates with LOW outputs are connected to a header PGS. This
way, we can limit the switching of CIN T during the sleep mode and mode-transitions,
remarkably reducing T2W KU and ET RAN .
The wake-up sequence of the circuits starts when the flip-flops capture INPUT
and VALID signals at the rising clock edge. However, we use the different flip-flops
for INPUT and VALID signals: the flops for INPUT has reset input and therefore
the D-Q delay of these flip-flops is longer than those of the flip-flops used for the
VALID signals. The small difference in D-Q delay (1–2 FO4-inverter delays) is found
to be sufficient to wake-up circuits thanks to the fast wake-up time of the ZSCCMOS.
Even if the time difference is not fully sufficient and thus the INPUT signals propagate
through gates, the impact on the wake-up time is found to be small since only the
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Figure 2.10 (a) 50-stage inverter chain circuits with the ZSCCMOS scheme. (b) The
breakdown of leakage power dissipation during sleep modes across VDD s.
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first few gates switch while waking-up the whole circuits.
Nevertheless, ZSCCMOS has a notable issue, which has limited its use in superthreshold voltage circuits. This is the gate leakage path created by the use of both
footer and header PGS (Figure 2.10 illustrates such paths as red and blue arrows).
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.10(b), gate leakage through the paths can contribute to 83 % of total leakage dissipation during a sleep mode at 1 V. Other leakage
components (e.g., sub-threshold leakage, junction leakage) account for 17 %. The
sub-threshold leakage, in this case, is small due to the stacking effect [1]. In contrast, header-only or footer-only PGS designs have no such gate leakage paths [43].
Note that gate leakage would remain one of the significant sources of leakage power
dissipation although its significance varies across processes and device-flavors. This
reason is that the gate oxide thickness poses a fundamental trade-off between channel
control and gate leakage, which continues to motivate studies on device optimization
[46].
The gate leakage problem, however, is negligible at near- and sub-threshold, because gate leakage becomes small at lower VDD s making the ZSCCMOS technique
more compelling. As shown in Figure 2.10(b), the contribution of gate leakage to
total leakage dissipation during a sleep mode becomes 23.8 % at 0.5 V and only 6.5
% at 0.3 V.
We compare four PGS design techniques: A footer PGS, a footer PGS with gate
overdrive voltage, a ZSCCMOS, and a ZSCCMOS with gate overdrive voltages (Figure
2.11). In the two footer-only PGS designs, the power-switches are sized to 10 % of
the total NMOS width of the main circuits (a 16-bit BW multiplier). In the two
ZSCCMOS designs, the footer is sized to 10 % of the total NMOS width and the
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header PGS is sized to 10 % of the total PMOS width. We include the overhead of
level converters [47] in our simulations for the designs using overdrive voltage (i.e.,
Figures 2.11(b, d))

Figure 2.11 Four PGS designs: (a) a footer PGS, (b) a footer PGS with gate overdrive
voltage, (c) a ZSCCMOS, and (d) a ZSCCMOS with gate overdrive voltage.
As shown in Figure 2.12, the ZSCCMOS can reduce T2W KU over the footer PGS
design by more than one order of magnitude. In contrast, the improvements provided
by gate overdrive voltage are marginal for both footer PGS and ZSCCMOS designs.
These results make us again to confirm the importance of limiting the switching of
CIN T to scale T2W KU down. We also find similar results for T2SLP , although it is less
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crucial for implementing temporally fine-grained sleep modes.
Figure 2.12 also shows PSLP comparisons across the four structures. PSLEEP is defined as the average power dissipation while we sleep circuits for ≥ 1000 FO4-inverter
delays, and then, wake them up. The ZSCCMOS design consumes less PSLEEP than
the footer PGS design by 1.74X at 0.55 V and by 1.37X at 0.35 V thanks to smaller
ET RAN . The ZSCCMOS design with gate overdrive voltage consumes slightly more
than the ZSCCMOS due to slightly larger ET RAN and the power dissipation of level
converter circuits.

Figure 2.12 Comparisons among the four different PGS schemes.

Finally, leakage power is a strong function of process and temperature. Therefore,
it is important for sleep techniques to adapt to process and temperature variations
and determine when to enter and exit sleep modes. While the scope of this work is
mostly on the nominal process and temperature conditions, several recently-developed
techniques [44; 45] can be used together with the technique proposed in this work.
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Parallel Architecture with the temporally FineGrain Sleep Technique

In this section, based on the investigations presented in Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, we
experiment the design of parallel architectures in near- and sub-threshold circuits,
in which we employ the proposed temporally fine-grain sleep technique. The goal is
to fully the transform throughput improvements of parallel architectures into energy
savings by avoiding the penalty with respect to the active leakage overhead.
Figure 2.13(a) shows the test circuits that we use in the experiment. It consists of
two 16-bit BW multipliers (M1 and M2), a 32-bit 2-to-1 multiplexer, input flip-flops
(IFF1 and IFF2), and sleep flip-flops (SFF1 and SFF2). M1 and M2 employ the
ZSCCMOS technique with no gate overdrive voltage. The multiplexer employs no
PGS. CLK is a synchronous clock signal for non-parallel portions of the circuit while
CLK1 is a 2X slower clock than CLK. CLK2 is the complement of CLK1. The data
input (INPUT) to the test circuits is accompanied with a VALID signal that indicates
whether INPUT is valid or not. Both INPUT and VALID signals are synchronized
with CLK. In addition, by AND-ing VALID and CLK1 (or CLK2) we can generate
LCLK1 (or LCLK2), which is used in the input flip-flops of M1 (or M2) for clock
gating.
We present the detailed operating waveforms of the test circuits in Figure 2.13(b).
In the waveforms, at the clock cycle 1, the first input is not valid (VALID transitioning
to LOW before the rising clock edge). SFF1, clocked by CLK1, captures VALID and
generates SLPB1 = LOW and SLP1 = HIGH signals. This puts M1 in the sleep
mode and minimizes its active leakage dissipation. The IFF1 of M1 are reset, forcing
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Figure 2.13 (a) Proposed design: A 16-bit 2-way parallel multiplier with our temporally fine-grained PGS technique. (b) Functional waveforms. (c) Comparison of
the energy dissipation per cycle of the four architectures for a target cycle time of 20
ns. (d) Comparison of the energy dissipation per cycle of the four architecture for a
target cycle time of 3.3 ns.
the inputs of M1 to LOW so that every internal node in M1 settles to a pre-defined
state once logic evaluates. The IFF1 are also clock-gated such that their dynamic
energy consumption is minimized. Similarly, just before the next rising edge of CLK,
another invalid input comes in (VALID is still LOW at the rising clock edge). The
VALID signal, this time, is captured by SFF2 at the rising edge of CLK2. This makes
SLPB2 = LOW and SLP2 = HIGH to turn off M2 during that cycle. The IFF of
M2 is reset, forcing internal nodes in M2 to pre-defined states. In addition, IFF2 are
clock-gated by LCLK2 to reduce dynamic energy consumption.
At cycle 3, VALID becomes HIGH. The SFF1 captures the VALID signal at the
rising edge of CLK1, which modulates SLPB1 and SLB1 to wake up M1. The wake-up
process is finished before the IFFs of M1 sample INPUT at the rising edge of LCLK
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thanks to (a) a very short T2W KU of less than 1 FO4-inverter delays, and (b) the time
difference between the rising edges of CLK1 and LCLK1.
The time difference is provided by the AND gate delay for generating LCLK1
from CLK1 and VALID. In addition, the difference between clock-to-q delay of the
resettable IFFs and the regular SFFs (3.3 FO4- vs. 2.3 FO4-inverter delays) can also
contribute to the time difference. Although we use those intrinsic time differences
to accommodate the short T2W KU , it is possible to intentionally add delay to ensure
that the wake-up process finishes before IFF sample new input. Alternatively, it is
also possible to latch the sleep signals with a transparent low latch so that the sleep
signals drive the PGSs before the rising edge of the clock (when a new input comes
in). After the wake-up process, M1 can operate over the sampled inputs under usual
conditions while M2 is kept in the sleep mode to maximize energy-efficiency.
At the beginning of cycle 4, the SFF of M2 captures the VALID signal, which is
still HIGH at the rising edge of CLK2. This makes SLPB2 and SLP2 to HIGH and
LOW, respectively, waking up M2, which then performs computation over the new
inputs, sampled at the rising edge of LCLK2.
Figure 2.13(c) shows energy consumption per cycle for the same target TCY CLE of
20 ns. The VDD s to meet the target TCY CLE are 345 mV (proposed), 400 mV (baseline), 345 mV (2-stage pipelined), and 335 mV (2-way parallel). The proposed design
exhibits less energy per cycle than the baseline and the 2-way parallel (conventional
implementation) designs across utilization rates. At hardware utilization rates less
than 50 %, the proposed design outperforms the 2-stage pipelined design as well. At
utilization of 10 %, the proposed design consumes around 2.4X less energy than the
2-way parallel design.
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We also investigate the gains in near-threshold voltage regime. The target TCY CLE
is set to 3.3 ns, which raises VDD s to 590 mV for the baseline, 505 mV for the 2stage pipelined, 470 mV for the 2-way parallel, and 480 mV for the proposed design.
As shown in Figure 2.13(d), the proposed design can achieve comparable or better
energy-efficiency across hardware utilization rates than all the other architectures.
Finally, while we focus on studying small-scale test circuits, i.e., multipliers, based
on the results of the study we can speculate the applicability of the proposed technique
on larger-scale systems. We believe that the proposed technique can benefit the
hardware whose power dissipation is dominated by active leakage, particularly due to
the use of a deeply-scaled supply voltage and the use of massive parallelism.

2.6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose coupling parallel architectures with temporally finedgrained sleep modes for improving the energy-efficiency of near- and sub-threshold
digital circuits. We re-visit two classic techniques for improving throughput and
energy-efficiency, i.e., pipelining and parallelism, in the context of near- and subthreshold circuits. By investigating them, we find that active leakage overhead makes
it significantly inefficient to trade-off throughput and energy savings in such context
due to the active leakage. In order to mitigate active leakage overhead, we propose a
temporally fine-grained PGS technique by analyzing and optimizing mode-transition
overhead. Simulations with multiplier-based test circuits show that the proposed
technique can significantly reduce the energy consumption per cycle, especially for
the cases in which hardware utilization rates are low. The result also confirms the
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importance of suppressing active leakage overhead for scaling the practical limit of
energy-efficiency in near- and sub-threshold digital circuits.
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Chapter 3
A 0.17 mm2 3.19 nJ/Transform
256-Point Fast Fourier Transform
Core based on Spatiotemporally
Fine-Grained Active Leakage
Suppression
This chapter presents an ultra-low energy and compact Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
processor suitable for pervasive sensing systems. To achieve high energy-efficiency and
small area, we design area-efficient memory-based architecture and equip it with two
devised techniques for ultra-low voltage circuits: (1) spatiotemporally fine-grained
voltage boosting for sub-threshold, ultra-low leakage memory; and (2) spatiotemporally fine-grained active leakage suppression for combinational logic. The prototyped chip, implemented in a 65 nm general-purpose CMOS, consumes 3.19 nJ per
FFT transform and requires 0.17 mm2 silicon area while achieving 1.2 MSample/s.
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As compared to the prior state-of-the-art, our FFT processor achieves 5.04X better
energy-area-product (EAP) normalized to FFT type, resolution, word-length, and
process technology.

3.1

Motivation

Energy-efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is one of the key computation kernels
for emerging embedded systems such as edge devices for the Internet of Things (IoT).
To minimize energy consumed per transform, conventional designs explored deep
voltage scaling down to near- and sub-threshold voltage regimes, often combined with
highly pipelined and parallel architectures to maximize nodal switching activities,
which can reduce the impact of the active leakage dissipation [50; 24; 51; 52; 53;
54]. While such techniques can successfully improve energy-efficiency, the large degree
of pipelining and parallelism significantly increases silicon area, which cannot be
simply compromised in a target resource-constrained, miniaturized system.
In this chapter, we explore techniques for designing ultra-low energy and compact
FFT processor. Our direction is to adopt an in-place, memory-based FFT architecture
for area efficiency and then exercise near- and sub-threshold circuits to minimize the
dynamic energy dissipation. The key roadblock of this direction is the active leakage
energy consumption, i.e., static power consumed over an exponentially longer cycle
time while circuits are in the active mode, which limits the scaling of the minimumenergy point (MEP) and dictates the practical limit of energy dissipation in ultra-low
voltage digital VLSI circuits.
In order to address the active leakage problem, we propose active leakage suppres-
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sion techniques that can effectively improve energy-efficiency without compromising
implementation area. By suppressing the active leakage, we scale the minimum energy point (MEP) of the FFT core and further improve energy-efficiency. We implement two techniques for near- and sub-threshold computing: (1) spatiotemporally
fine-grained voltage boosting for sub-threshold, ultra-low leakage memory; and (2)
spatiotemporally fine-grained active leakage suppression for combinational logic.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of these two techniques, we design and fabricate
an FFT processor in a 65-nm general-purpose CMOS. The prototype requires 0.17
mm2 silicon area and consumes 3.19 nJ per FFT transform with a throughput of
1.21 MSample/s. As compared to the prior art [24; 51; 50], our FFT processor
achieves 5.04X and 4.57X better energy-area-product (EAP) normalized to FFT type,
resolution, word length, and process technology. The area overhead of the proposed
techniques accounts for approximately 15 %.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.2, we discuss
our compact MB FFT architecture. In Section 3.3, we present the FFT processor
implementation details, focusing on the circuit-level techniques for improving energyefficiency by suppressing the active leakage. In Section 3.4, we show the measurement
results of the prototype and provide comparisons with the prior art. Lastly, in Section
3.5, we conclude this chapter.

3.2

Memory-Based, Compact FFT Architecture

Out FFT architecture is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of an in-place, memorybased (MB) implementation of the FFT algorithm based on [57; 58]. The proposed
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architecture has five functional units (FUs): data memory (DM), processing element
(PE), twiddle factors read-only memory (ROM), shuffling multiplexers (M3 – M1),
and controller (CTRL). The dataflow splits real and imaginary parts of a sample.
The data path is completely fixed-point – input samples are represented with a Q1.15
format. To avoid the introduction of bias and improving accuracy after arithmetic
operations, we perform rounding up and truncation to 16-bit format.

Figure 3.1 FFT processor architecture. Fixed-point, memory-based, one 16-bit input
lane, one 16-bit output lane, radix-2-based butterfly, 256-point resolution.
The DM consists of a 4 kb decoupled 1-Read 1-Write (1R1W) fully custom subthreshold ultra-low leakage SRAM, composed of 4 banks (B3 – B0). Each one of
the memory banks stores 64 16-bit words, totaling 1 kb storage per bank. The
PE uses the radix-2-based butterfly architecture and is composed of four 16-bit
adders/subtractors, two 16-bit multiplexers, and one complex multiplier (CM). The
CM is efficiently implemented with five 16-bit adders and one real multiplier. The
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ROM of twiddle factors leverages the redundancies of the real and imaginary parts
of the twiddles to store only 33 coefficients and reconstruct the remaining 95 factors/coefficients by performing simple logic and shift operations.
The MB FFT operation is composed of two phases: loading and computation.
In the loading phase, 256 input samples are loaded into the SRAM banks. Once
memory loading is complete, the multiplexer M1 switches from the IO interface to
the data path and the computation phase starts. In the computation phase, the PE
fetches data from the memory and the ROM of twiddle factors in order to perform
the butterfly operations. The butterfly results are written back into the memory so
as they can be used in the next stages of the computation. It takes 449 iterations to
perform one FFT transform. The PE input multiplexers (M2) select which memory
bank to read from. Multiplexers M3 shuffle partial results to be written-back into
memory banks. The CTRL generates the read and write signals and addressing
patterns for memory banks. It also generates select signals for multiplexes M0 – M3,
addresses for the ROM of twiddle factors, clock-gate signals for multiple clock sinks,
and sleep signals for the PGS.

3.3

Active Leakage Suppression Techniques for Nearand Sub-Vt Computing

3.3.1

Ultra-Low Leakage SRAM Design

The MB architecture has the advantage of small area as compared to the pipeline
architectures, however, it suffers from low nodal switching activities. The main reason is the memory, which accounts for the greatest portion of the total circuits in the
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MB architecture. It implements a 256 × 16-bit word memory, but only one word is
accessed per bank per cycle. All the other words (i.e., 252 × 16-bit words, equivalent
to 98.5 %) remain idle. These idling words significantly contribute to energy waste in
the form of leakage. Figure 3.2 illustrates it by showing the energy breakdown of the
baseline and the proposed FFT cores. The baseline processor is implemented with
high-threshold (HVT) standard-cells and runs at the same supply voltage, temperature, and frequency as the proposed FFT processor counterpart.

Figure 3.2 Energy breakdown of the baseline and proposed FFT processor.
We further investigate the memory energy contribution in the MB FFT architecture for a different number of points and temperatures by using an analytical model.
Figure 3.3 shows energy breakdowns between the two main modules: memory and
butterfly. In all cases, the memory energy contribution is significantly greater than
that of the butterfly. The memory energy is mainly due to the active leakage consumption because of the low nodal switching activity of this module.
As shown in Figure 3.3(a), the memory energy dramatically increases with the
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FFT resolution as it takes more cycles to perform one FFT transform, which, in
turn, leads to a greater leakage energy waste in portion. Figure 3.3(b) shows the
same estimated energy breakdown at different temperatures. Dominated by the active
leakage, the memory contribution strongly grows larger with temperature. Therefore,
it becomes clear that devising techniques to minimize the leakage energy consumption
in memory is a crucial step to improve the FFT processor energy-efficiency.

Figure 3.3 Energy breakdown (butterfly and memory). (a) The energy breakdown
across different number of points for a radix-2, MB FFT. (b) The energy breakdown
across temperatures.
In that context, our direction to reduce the leakage energy consumption in memory
is to design ultra-low leakage bitcell and peripherals and then utilize supply voltage
boosting in specific parts of the memory to increase performance and meet the target
read and write access times. This way, the leakage power is reduced whereas access
delay is shortened allowing for improved energy-efficiency.
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Bitcell and Peripherals Design

The proposed 10T bitcell schematic, inspired by [59], is shown in Figure 3.4(a). As
our memories require state-retention and cannot be power-gated, we design the bitcell
using HVT and long channel devices for lower leakage. We length-bias the transistors
at 3 times the minimum length of technology, i.e., 3 · LM in = 180nm. Simulation
results in Figure 3.5 show that utilizing high-threshold and long channel length provides approximately 9.5X active leakage current reduction over the baseline bitcell,
with the same structure, regular-threshold, and minimum length devices.
Our 10T bitcell layout is shown in Figure 3.4(b). It requires 4.56 µm2 area in a
logic (not SRAM ) design rule and exhibits about 33.3 % area overhead as compared to
its baseline counterpart. The memory cell was designed to be mirrored and overlapped
to share VDD and VSS lines between adjacent cells along the boundary. Different
from the commonly used thin 6T, we layout our 10T bitcell in a way that VDD rails
run horizontally along with the read- and write-wordline signals. Our 10T bitcell
decouples read and write ports thus both operations are independent and can be
performed simultaneously, within one cycle. It also provides enough noise margins,
read, and write stability at deeply scaled supply voltage operation, as required in our
FFT design.
3.3.1.2

Spatiotemporally Fine-Grained Voltage-Boosting

Figure 3.6 shows our scheme to enhance read and write performance and avoid compromising access times in the proposed ultra-low leakage SRAM. For a read operation,
the VDD rail of the row of bitcells that is being accessed is boosted from VDDL to VDDH
(where VDDH = VDDL + ∆VDD , where ∆VDD is nominally approximately 0.15 V). It
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Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic and (b) layout of the proposed 10T ultra-low leakage bitcell.

Figure 3.5 The effectiveness of the circuit-level techniques employed in the SRAM.
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ensures fast charge of RBL as the VSG of the pull-up network of the tri-state inverter
becomes VDDL + ∆VDD . Moreover, we boost RWL by ∆VDD via a level converter [47]
to rapidly discharge RBL via the pull-down network (both PTN and MN transistors
also have VGS = VDDL + ∆VDD ). We can initiate and finish the boosting operations
in a single cycle. This can be done with no considerable power-grid integrity penalty
due to the low power dissipation of near- and sub-Vt digital circuits, and relatively
small metal resistance.
Similarly, for a write operation, more conventionally, the write-wordline (WWL)
of the accessed row is boosted by the same ∆VDD , from VDDL to VDDH , for one single
cycle. The write operation ensures fast and reliable write into the cell.

3.3.2

Ultra-Low Leakage Combinational Logic Design

In our design methodology targeting energy-efficiency, we want to aggressively suppress the active leakage energy in order to scale the MEP. To that end, we extensively
employ power-gating switch (PGS) techniques and exercise sleep mode to shut down
idle blocks at runtime that largely contribute to the active leakage energy waste.
Memory drivers were given special attention as they employ bigger transistors in order to efficiently drive the large gate and wire interconnect capacitance associated
with a particular row of bitcells. Furthermore, we optimize the PE when it is idle,
during the memory loading phase.
3.3.2.1

Zigzag-based Wordline Drivers

Read- and write-wordline drivers are upsized buffers used to drive the large gate and
wire interconnect capacitances of a particular word or row of bitcells. Our memory,
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Figure 3.6 The memory bank architecture (only 2 out of 4 blocks are depicted) and
a column of 16 bitcells featuring the spatiotemporal voltage-boosting circuitry.
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specifically, implements 256 words, each of which requires 3 drivers for the read- and
write-wordline signals (i.e., RWL, RWLB, and WWL) accounting for 768 drivers.
Nevertheless, only one word is accessed per bank per cycle while all the other words,
i.e., 252 × 3 = 756 drivers, remain idling and contributing for the active leakage
energy waste.
Inspired by works [60; 61; 62], we utilize the PGS technique Zigzag Super Cut-Off
CMOS (ZSCCMOS) to automatically shut down all the memory drivers of wordlines
that are not accessed in a particular cycle. Additionally, ZSCCMOS allows for waking
up the driver of a wordline that is being accessed on the fly (in the same cycle of a
read or write request) to assert the wordline of the relevant word.
Figure 3.7 illustrates a write-wordline driver with four inverter stages. As shown
in Figure 3.7(a), when a particular address (i.e., word/row) is not being accessed
in the memory, the one-hot row decoder forces such a word WWL (input to the
driver) to logic level low. With this condition, the outputs of the first and third
inverters evaluate to high whereas the outputs of the second and fourth inverters
evaluate to low. We then connect the first and third inverters to the NMOS footer
switch (MNPGS) and the second and fourth inverters to the PMOS header switch
(MPPGS). This way, when a driver enters the sleep mode (WSLP = high, WSLPB
= low), all its inverters become power-gated through the PMOS header or NMOS
footer, however, their internal nodes (outputs) remain unchanged (they do not float
or switch), because they are driven by the real power or ground rails. For instance,
the first inverter in Figure 3.7(a) has its output at logic level high, directly driven by
the VDD rail through the pull-up PMOS device (ON, with VSG = 0), whereas it is
shut down by the NMOS footer switch that is OFF (with WSLPB = 0). The second,
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third, and fourth inverters follow a similar scheme. This sets the outputs of the WWL
driver to the desired logic level low, automatically disabling the write-wordline of that
particular word (i.e., in the Figure 3.7(a), WWL is the output of the fourth inverter
and it becomes low).
On the other hand, Figure 3.7(b) shows the case when a particular word is to be
accessed. The driver of the relevant word is initially shut down. Then, it receives the
sleep-to-active signal from the CTRL block at the beginning of the accessing cycle.
As the ZSCCMOS technique prevents the internal nodes of the target block from
floating or switching during the sleep mode, only the capacitances of its virtual rails
need to charge or discharge upon receiving the sleep-to-active transition. This allows
for a dramatic improvement in the wake-up time – it takes only 2.4 fanout-of-4 (FO4)inverter delays for a driver to wake up from the low leakage (sleep) to active mode.
After the mode-transition, upon receiving the output of the one-hot row decoder,
the write-wordline driver asserts the relevant WWL to access the word of interest.
Simulation results in Figure 3.5 show that we can reduce the active leakage of each
driver by about 9X. Along with the circuit techniques used in the bitcell, we can scale
the active leakage of the memory block by 9.45X (Figure 3.5).
3.3.2.2

Leakage Suppression in the Processing Element

We further suppress the active leakage energy contribution of the PE. This functional
unit remains idle for 256 cycles during the memory loading phase. Therefore, we
implement an NMOS PGS to place the PE into low leakage (sleep) mode for 255
cycles, when it is not performing any computation. The very last one cycle is reserved
for wake up from sleep to active mode. We utilize an NMOS PGS sized approximately
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Figure 3.7 The ZSCCMOS drivers are implemented in combinational logic circuits
such as the memory peripherals to minimize the active leakage energy waste. (a) The
CTRL shuts down a WWL driver of which the output becomes LOW. (b) The CTRL
wakes up the driver on the fly to access a particular word.
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3 % of the total NMOS width of the PE. Such an undersized PGS enables an increased
OFF resistance and a larger voltage drop across the power-gate, causing the virtual
ground rail to collapse with the VDD rail after a number of cycles in the sleep mode.
This results in a dramatic leakage power reduction. Measurement results of the
prototype in Figure 3.8 show that by shutting down the PE for 255 cycles, we can
reduce the total power dissipation of the FFT processor by approximately 13.4 %.
To reduce the ON resistance of the NMOS PGS in the active mode and enable a
single cycle sleep-to-active transition of the PE, we overdrive the SLPB signal (i.e., the
VGS of the PGS) by around 150 mV using a level converter. This increases the driving
strength of the power switch in the active mode allowing for no speed degradation
during the computation phase. It also enables faster charge and discharge of internal
nodes and virtual rails of the PE during a sleep-to-active mode transition. Figure
3.9 shows the NMOS PGS along with the PE and the other functional units that
compose the FFT processor. In this functional unit, in particular, we decide not to
employ ZSCCMOS as it would only allow the PE to remain one more cycle in the
sleep mode whereas it significantly increases physical implementation complexity.
In contrast to the memory loading phase, the PE is highly active in the computation phase. The reason is that every cycle, the PE fetches new operands from memory
and ROM and operates over them performing radix-2 butterflies. With such high utilization, the PE energy dissipation during the computation phase becomes dominated
by dynamic rather than leakage energy. Therefore, we implement the PE with regularthreshold instead of high-threshold devices, which can provide approximately 2.7X
speed up in computation delay at 0.4 V. Furthermore, speeding up the computation
delay in the PE improves the timing balance between the memory and PE pipeline
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Figure 3.8 Power consumption of the FFT processor when the PE is always-on or
shutdown for 192 and 255 cycles. 13.4 % power reduction is observed when the PE
is shutdown for 255 cycles. In this case, the very last one cycle is reserved for wake
circuits up from sleep mode.
stages. This results in lesser energy waste in both modules. Finally, to minimize the
dynamic energy, we operate the PE at sub-threshold with VDD,P E = VDDL .

3.4

Chip Prototype and Measured Results

We implement the FFT processor using the MB architecture and the circuit-level techniques detailed in the previous sections. The SRAM banks and the PGS for the PE
are fully custom designed and layout. The remaining functional units are synthesized
and automatically placed and routed using commercial CAD tools. The prototype
is designed and fabricated in a 65 nm general-purpose CMOS process. The FFT
processor consumes 0.17 mm2 of silicon area. Figure 3.10 shows a microphotograph
of the chip.
The proposed techniques applied to our FFT processor successfully reduce the
overall active leakage by approximately 10X, as compared with the baseline design.
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Figure 3.9 Detailed power domain and Vt assignment of the FFT processor. The PE
includes a PGS that is sized at 3 % of the total NMOS width of this block. The
SLPB signal that drives the power gate is overdriven to VDDH by a level converter.

Figure 3.10 The FFT processor chip microphotograph fabricated in a 65 nm generalpurpose CMOS.
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This allows us to reduce the MEP by 50 to 75 mV, as shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11 The minimum energy operating point of the baseline design is scaled by
50 to 75 mV as compared to the proposed FFT processor. The scaling of the MEP
due to the circuit level active leakage suppression techniques employed in memory
and PE results in greater energy-efficiency.
As shown in Figure 3.12, our FFT core consumes 3.19 nJ per transform at
VDD,OP T = 0.4V and ∆VDD = 0.15V . It also achieves 3.33 MHz clock frequency.
This translates to 4.73 K FFT/sec (= 1.21 MS/s). Such performance is sufficient to
handle various types of physical signals (e.g., audio).
We also experiment on the energy-optimal ∆VDD . As shown in Figure 3.13, it is
found be around 0.15 V. For larger ∆VDD voltages, the energy overhead due to VDDH
prevails over the energy gains provided by the speed improvement from the spatiotemporal voltage boosting techniques. On the other hand, when ∆VDD is smaller than
0.15 V, performance enhancement becomes limited and it constrains the energy gains.
We also investigate the variability of clock frequency and energy-efficiency over
temperature and process variations. As shown in Figure 3.14, the clock frequency
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Figure 3.12 The measured energy dissipation per transform and clock frequency of
the FFT core.

Figure 3.13 The energy and clock frequency as a function of ∆VDD .
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exhibits 5X variability across -20 to 60 ◦ C. The measurement of 18 dies shows a considerable spread with σ/µ of 13.4 % (Figure 3.15). Both reconfirm the importance
of variation-adaptive techniques in near- and sub-threshold circuits. The energy consumption exhibits smaller variability. Over the same temperature range, it varies by
1.28X. The energy measurement of 18 dies shows a distribution with σ/µ of 6.47 %.

Figure 3.14 The energy/FFT and clock frequency measured across temperatures.
Furthermore, we compare our design with other state-of-the-art and present the
results in Figure 3.16. As compared with prior works [24; 50], the proposed FFT
achieves 5.04X and 4.57X better energy-area-product (EAP) normalized to technology
nodes, FFT type, number of points, and word-length.

3.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose an approach to increased energy-efficiency of ULV circuits
that is demonstrated in a memory-based FFT processor. In our proposed approach,
we dramatically reduce the leakage energy of low nodal switching activity blocks such
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Figure 3.15 The energy and performance distributions of the FFT across 18 dies.
as SRAM by utilizing aggressive leakage suppression techniques. We also implement
spatiotemporally voltage-boosting techniques to compensate for the delay introduced
by the ultra-low leakage design in such blocks. Furthermore, we optimize the static
energy consumption of the processing element by exercising sleep mode during the idle
periods in which the memory is being loaded with sampled data. The proposed FFT
core is fabricated in a 65-nm general-purpose CMOS. As compared to prior art [24;
50], the proposed design achieves 5.04X and 4.57X better normalized EAP.
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Figure 3.16 (a)The comparison table with prior arts. (b) Normalized area vs. normalized energy per transform as a figure-of-merit (FoM).
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Chapter 4
A fW- and kHz-Class Feedforward
Leakage Self-Suppression Logic
Requiring No External Sleep
Signal to Enter the Leakage
Suppression Mode
In this chapter, we present a novel logic family for nanowatt and sub-nanowatt alwayson circuits. This logic family achieves the ultra-low leakage of 5 fW per gate without
requiring external sleep control signals to put the circuits in the leakage-suppression
mode while addressing the switching speed problem of such ultra-low leakage logic
families. It achieves the fanout-of-4 (FO4)-inverter delay of 10.2 µs, marking an
improvement of 148X over the state of the art. With the proposed logic family, we
prototyped a finite impulse response filter (FIR) for physical signal sensing systems, in
which sampled signals are often sparse (predominantly constant or slowly changing)
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and their frequency varies with time in a burst fashion. During the sparse period,
the filter consumes only 109 pW by autonomously suppressing leakage. It can still
process signals whose bandwidth can be as high as half of the filter’s maximum
operating frequency, 1.03 kHz. The proposed logic improves leakage-delay-product
by 200X over the prior art.

4.1

Motivation

A nanowatt power system is one of the key building blocks for emerging technologies
such as the Internet of Things. The power budget required by such systems is extremely limited by miniaturized energy sources to nanowatt or even less. To achieve
these power levels, existing systems employ duty-cycling. They typically perform
a short task (triggered by an event or imposed by an application), and then place
part of their building blocks in the sleep mode [25]. After this, the total power consumption becomes dominated by the leakage of blocks that cannot be shut down, i.e.
always-on circuits such as signal acquisition front-ends, data retentive memories, and
power management [63]. For the always-on circuits, power consumption (especially
leakage) rather than energy per operation needs to be minimized as they cannot be
shut down and ideally need to consume as low as the duty-cycled blocks in the sleep
mode. Therefore, scaling the leakage of always-on circuits to a fraction of a nanowatt
is a crucial step towards sub-nanowatt and nanowatt systems.
Leakage consumption in CMOS digital logic circuits is significantly larger than
the nanowatt level. In this 0.18 µm process, despite being known for low leakage, a
single minimum-sized inverter consumes around 10 pW of leakage at 0.5 V. Thus, a
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module with 10,000 gates would consume approximately 100 nW. To achieve 100 pW
leakage for such module (i.e., fW/gate), we need a 1,000X reduction in leakage.
Existing techniques such as transistor stacking and power-gating switches (PGS)
[64; 69] can reduce leakage power, but neither of them is suitable for always-on circuits. For example, PGS needs to make frequent sleep-in and -out transitions for
suppressing the leakage during the quiescent periods between active operations. This
incurs substantial power and delay overheads. Additionally, it requires sleep signals
(i.e., control signals necessary to put the target circuits in the leakage-suppression
mode) that should be generated by additional always-on circuits. It also requires
state-retention elements that add design complexity and pose a trade-off between
data retrieval delay and leakage savings. On the other hand, the stacking technique
becomes less effective at near- and sub-threshold as the amount of negative VGS scales
with supply voltage. For this reason, to reduce inverter’s leakage by 1,000X at 0.5 V
for example, it requires to stack approximately 500 devices, which results in unrealistic
delay and area increases (Figure 4.1).
Several works recently proposed non-conventional logic circuits to further reduce
per-gate leakage. Some techniques rely on deep VDD scaling to the sub-100 mV
regime while improving robustness by adopting Schmitt-Trigger style circuits [65] and
adaptive β-ratio modulation [66]. However, the resulting per-gate leakage still remains
in the pW level. On the other hand, Lim et al. demonstrated a logic family based on
source biasing that can achieve fW/gate leakage [68]. However, it exhibits extreme-low
switching speed, as reported 6.6 Hz maximum clock frequency for a 32-bit embedded
processor at its leakage-optimal supply voltage, 0.55 V. This marks one FO4-inverter
delay of 1.51 ms (estimated based on the assumption that the microprocessor has a
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Figure 4.1 (a) Stacked inverter schematics. (b) Simulation results of leakage power,
(c) delay and area overheads across the number of stacks implemented.
critical path of 100 FO4-inverter delays). To improve speed, Lin et al. proposed a
logic that can transform between the aforementioned logic [68] and the conventional
CMOS but requires external sleep signals to enter the leakage-suppression mode [67].
In this chapter, we present a logic family referred to as Feedforward Leakage Selfsuppression Logic (FLSL). It achieves one FO4-inverter delay of 10.2 µs, 148X faster
than [68], at the same per-gate leakage level of 5.39 fW, without requiring explicit
sleep signals. The key idea of the FLSL is to employ dual-rail style thus replace the
slow feedback paths that activate the double source biasing with fast feedforward ones
by using the signals available in the dual-rail logic.
With FLSL, we prototyped an always-on 16-bit 8-tap finite impulse response (FIR)
in a 0.18 µm CMOS. The filter is intended for physical signal sensing systems. In
such systems, the sampled signals are typically sparse (i.e., predominantly constant
or slowly changing) and their frequency can vary with time in a burst fashion [70].
The filter leverages the dramatic leakage reduction capability of the FLSL for most of
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the time, during long constant or slow changing periods, and thus consumes only 109
pW. It can still process a wide range of input signals whose bandwidth are as high as
the half of the filter’s maximum clock frequency of 1.03 kHz. In contrast, the prior
ultra-low leakage logic [68] cannot be used for such purposes due to its prohibitively
low switching speed. The proposed FLSL improves Leakage-Delay Product (LDP =
Leakage · F O4-inverter delay), an important metric for always-on circuits, by about
200X, and Leakage-Delay-Area Product (LDAP = LDP · Area) by approximately
150X over [68].

4.2
4.2.1

Feedforward Leakage Self-suppression Logic
The FLSL Inverter

The existing leakage-suppression gates (Lim et al., Figure 4.2(a)) have two leakagesuppression transistors MNT and MPB, controlled via the feedback path from input
A to output Y, and to the gates of MNT and MPB. When input A changes from 0 to
VDD , the gate tries to discharge output node Y through MNB and MPB. However,
this discharging is rather slow because the discharging current is limited by MPB and
MNB, both of which operate mostly in super-cutoff with negative-VSG or in the cutoff
with zero VSG . Specifically, MPB is initially in super-cutoff (N2 voltage < Y voltage)
and slowly reaches cutoff as N2 voltage becomes close to Y. MNB is also initially in
super-cutoff as A voltage is less than N2, then it reaches cutoff when both voltages
become the same and it turns on only after A voltage is larger than N2.
Figure 4.2(b) shows the proposed FLSL inverter, which avoids the aforementioned
problem. Our FLSL gate uses its own inputs to control all transistors, including
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the leakage-suppression ones, i.e. NTL, NTR, PBL, and PBR. As input A (AN)
transitions from 0 (VDD ) to VDD (0), PBL immediately moves from super-cutoff to
cutoff with VSG = 0 (AN voltage ≈ NBOTL voltage). The internal node NBOTL is
discharged through PBL and allows NBL to fully turn on. This makes the output Y
sharply switch. Furthermore, the feedforward path helps in suppressing leakage faster.
As A and AN directly turn off PTL and NTL, the node NTOPL quickly settles on
at around VDD /2. This places both PTL and NTL in the super-cutoff region with
large negative-VGS , strongly suppressing leakage. Similarly, node NBOTR settles on
at around VDD /2 and suppresses the leakage of the circuits on the right-hand side.

4.2.2

The FLSL Performance

Figure 4.3 summarizes the parasitic-annotated simulations of inverters in three digital
logic families. The FLSL inverter achieves the leakage power of about 1 fW and one
FO4-inverter delay of 3.10 µs at VLEAK = 0.85 V. It consumes more leakage power at
VDD higher or lower than VLEAK , the former because the PN junction diodes of the
bottom PMOSs start to turn on; and the latter because the magnitude of negativeVGS for the double source biasing becomes small. The FLSL inverter achieves a record
LDP of 3.53 fW·µs, which is 1,982X smaller than the inverter in [68]. As compared
to the static CMOS inverter at 0.9 V, an FLSL inverter exhibits 1.72X better LDP.
Since the FLSL operates with a minimal amount of current, we design each gate
to ensure robustness. To achieve full-swing, we use low-Vt transistors and carefully
size the leakage-suppression devices (NTR, NTL, PBR, and PBL in Figure 4.2(b)) at
2–3 · WM IN and minimum length. Transistors that compose the logic function are
minimum-sized for minimal capacitances. On account of PMOS to be much weaker
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Figure 4.2 (a) Stacked inverter schematics. (b) Simulation results of leakage power,
(c) delay and area overheads across the number of stacks implemented.
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Figure 4.3 Parasitic-annotated simulations of inverters designed in FLSL, Lim et al.,
and static CMOS. (a) Leakage power vs. FO4-inverter delay. (b) FO4-inverter delay
vs. supply voltage. (c) Leakage-Delay Product vs. supply voltage.
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than NMOS in this technology at near- and sub-threshold voltages, we balance PMOS
and NMOS strengths by biasing the bodies of PBL and PBR to VBIAS = VDD /2. The
ability to body-bias helps to achieve full swing output and approximately 2X switching
speed improvement. It can also be used as a powerful knob to mitigate the leakage
increase over temperature variation, e.g., in a closed-loop system with a temperature
sensor. Additionally, the FLSL operates at VLEAK = 0.85 V, which is much higher
than existing works relying on deep voltage scaling [65; 66]. This helps to improve
robustness. For each gate, we performed 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations accounting
for mismatch at each of the five process corners. Results that are shown in Figure
4.4 confirm that FLSL is fully functional, covering the 4.1-σ worst case and showing
similar or better variations than its static CMOS counterpart at 0.3 V (the operating
point at which the static CMOS is the lowest leakage and yet functional).

Figure 4.4 (a) Monte Carlo results of the (a) FLSL and (b) static CMOS inverters
with mismatch across process corners.
Although each gate in the FLSL requires an average of 2.67X more transistors as
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compared to [68], it incurs a moderate area penalty of 33 %, as illustrated in Figure
4.5. This is because the topological advantage in speed allows FLSL to avoid excessive
transistor up-sizing that otherwise would have been needed for compensating speed.
For instance, [68] has to largely upsize MNT, MPB, and also needs to create a gatewise isolated N-well for MPT for forward body biasing it (Figure 4.5(b)). On the
other hand, the area overhead of the FLSL as compared to the static CMOS logic is
4.63X, mainly caused by the dual rail design (Figure 4.5(c)).

Figure 4.5 Inverter layout in three different logic families. (a) Static CMOS. (b)
Lim et al. (c) FLSL. The overhead of the FLSL inverter as compared to the static
CMOS counterpart is relative to a minimum-size inverter of a commercial standardcell library.

4.2.3

No Sleep/Mode Signal Requirement

One of the key challenges to suppress the leakage of always-on circuits is to do so
without external signals necessary to put the target block in the leakage-suppression
mode (e.g., sleep signals). The reason is that it requires additional always-on circuits
to generate and distribute these sleep signals.
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Recently published work [67] aims to improve the speed of Lim et al. and proposes
a dual-mode logic in which gates can switch between the conventional CMOS in the
normal mode and the same structure as [68] in the low leakage mode. While such a
scheme can enable faster switching speeds, the main challenge in applying this logic
to sub-/nanowatt always-on circuits is that each gate requires external sleep signals
to exercise the low leakage mode. The overhead of generating and distributing these
sleep signals to all the dual-mode gates can be quite significant. It requires additional
always-on circuits to generate the sleep signals, which cannot be implemented in
the existing ultra-low leakage logic such as [68] due to its slow switching speed. It
also demands large always-on buffers to drive the high fan-out sleep signals and
interconnect, which are inputs for each gate in the target block. Both the always-on
extra circuits and buffers have significant leakage and contribute to offsetting the
leakage reduction in the low leakage mode.
On the hand, the proposed FLSL gates do not require any external sleep signals
to enter the leakage-suppression mode. As a result, it is not needed any sleep circuits
or large buffers as in [67]. FLSL offers a compelling speed advantage over [68] at
the cost of a moderate area overhead allowing for a wider range of applications and
emerging use cases.

4.2.4

The Impact of Technology Scaling on FLSL

We also investigated the impact of technology scaling on the FLSL logic family. We
designed 50-stage FO4-inverter chains as benchmark circuits and performed SPICE
simulations in three processes, namely 0.18 µm, 65 nm low power (LP), and 28 nm
high performance (HP). In all benchmarks, we used the minimum strength inverters
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(INVD0). For simplicity, we did not adopt techniques such as reverse/forward body
biasing for both the FLSL inverters and the static CMOS counterparts.
Figure 4.6 shows the leakage power per gate against the FO4-inverter delay of the
static CMOS and FLSL inverters. We swept the supply voltage from 0.9 V to 0.2
V and simulated the delay and leakage. The lowest leakage power per gate occurs
for the FLSL inverter designed in a 0.18 µm CMOS. Here we used the low-threshold
voltage devices. As compared to its static CMOS counterpart in the same technology,
the leakage-suppression is of 3 to 4 orders of magnitude.
In the 65 nm LP with low-threshold voltage devices, we found that the leakage
scaling provided by the proposed FLSL becomes limited due to the gate-tunneling
leakage. The gate leakage does not scale as the sub-threshold leakage with the double
source biasing utilized by the FLSL inverter and ends up limiting the overall leakage
savings of the FLSL. Despite the tunneling leakage, the FLSL in a 65 nm LP can
still achieve the per-gate leakage power of 62.7 fW, which is about 1 to 2 orders of
magnitude lower than the static CMOS counterpart in the same technology and the
same threshold voltage devices.
In a 28 nm HP, the FLSL inverter again presents significant leakage reduction
as compared to the static CMOS inverter design in the same technology node. This
is mainly because the high-K gate stack, along with lower supply voltage, can substantially reduce the gate leakage. However, the absolute leakage per gate is the pW
range (9.15 pW at the VLEAK ), which is two to three orders of magnitude larger than
that of the 0.18 µm FLSL inverter. But, it offers more than two orders of magnitude
faster switching speed. Specifically, it achieves the FO4-inverter delay of 70 ns at its
VLEAK . With this switching speed, a 16-bit FIR filter in the 28 nm process could
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achieve 500 kHz clock frequency, which is sufficient for processing a wide range of
signals.

Figure 4.6 FO4-inverter delay vs. per-inverter leakage power in different supply voltages and across technology nodes.

4.3

Chip Prototype

We developed an FLSL standard-cell library comprised of 13 logic gates. Three of
them are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.7. The NAND-2 gate (Figure 4.7(b))
consists of the kernel logic and the leakage suppression devices. The complementary
circuit is devised by using a NOR-2 and the complement of the NAND-2 inputs.
Transistors are low-Vt . PBBL, PBTL, PBBR, and PBTR are sized 3 · WM IN and
LM IN , and forward body-biased to VBIAS < VDD to compensate the PMOS strength
at low voltage. Remaining devices employ minimum-size transistors for reducing
internal capacitances. As compared to [68], the FLSL NAND-2 achieves 500X faster
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delay and the same fW-level leakage at the expense of 2.67X more transistors. The
improvement in LDP is about 1,180X (Figure 4.7(a)).
Figure 4.7(c) shows the schematic of a transparent-high FLSL latch. It consists
of five FLSL inverters (the same design discussed in Section 4.2.1) and four low-Vt
transmission gates. The internal write buffer requires only one FLSL inverter because
its outputs provide the write enable signal and its complement (WE, WE N). The
FLSL latch consumes 7.5 fW leakage at VDD = 0.8 V and VBIAS = 0.4 V. All the
other FLSL gates (e.g., OR, NOR, XOR, XNOR, etc) are implemented in the similar
fashion and follow similar considerations as the FLSL inverter, NAND-2, and latch
gates. The D flip-flop cascades two FLSL latches.
Using the proposed library, we prototyped an always-on 16-bit 8-tap FIR in a
0.18 µm. The filter consists of 20,150 logic gates and takes 1.32 mm2 – a chip
microphotograph is shown in Fig. 8(a). We used conventional logic synthesis and
automatic placement and routing CAD tools with custom modifications to support
dual-rail logic. The architecture of the filter, as shown in Fig. 8(b), follows the directform (DF-I) with a two-stage pipeline. To save clock power, it includes a steady-state
detector that gates the clock to the filter if eight consecutive inputs to the filter
are identical. This signal can come from a level-crossing analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) [70].
In functional tests and measurements, we use a temperature chamber for environmental temperature control and a pico-ammeter for accurate measurements of very
low and sensitive currents. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the filter achieves the leakage
dissipation of 109 pW (5.39 fW/gate) at VLEAK = 0.85 V and VBIAS = 0.5 · VLEAK .
With the same settings, it can operate at the maximum clock frequency of 1.03 kHz
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Figure 4.7 (a) LDP comparison of an FLSL, a static CMOS and the prior art low
leakage NAND-2 (Lim et al.) (b) FLSL NAND-2. (c) FLSL transparent-high latch.
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Figure 4.8 (a) Chip microphotograph showing an active area of 1.32 mm2 in a 0.18
µm. (b) The FIR architecture and the steady-state detector circuits.
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Figure 4.9 (a) The measured leakage power vs. supply voltage of the core circuits.
(b) The clock frequency vs. supply voltage measurement for three different VBIAS
voltages, showing the filter operates at 1.03 kHz for VDD = VLEAK = 0.85 V and
VBIAS = 0.5 · VLEAK . (c) Measurement results of the total power of the filter running
at the leakage-optimal operating point (power is proportional to input activity). (d)
The temperature effect on the clock and the simulated effect on leakage power

Figure 4.10 Table of comparison of the prototyped filter with the prior art.
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(Fig. 9(b)). The power consumed by the filter is proportional to its input activity,
being dominated by the leakage at low activity rates, as shown in Fig. 9(c). Fig. 9(d)
summarizes the leakage power and the maximum clock frequency of the filter across
temperatures.
Lastly, Fig. 10 shows a table of comparison of our prototype with the prior art.
The proposed FLSL improves LDP by 200X and LDAP by 150X over the state-ofthe-art logic family for always-on circuits [68] at 33 % area overhead. For the sake of
comparison, the projected area of a 32-bit Cortex-M0 fully implemented with FLSL
is 2.56 mm2 .

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a novel family of logic gates intended for ultra-low leakage
always-on circuits. Requiring no sleep/mode signals to enter the low-leakage mode,
the proposed cells can achieve 5 fW per-gate leakage power and yet present an inverter
FO4-inverter delay of 10.2 µs. These numbers represent a speed improvement of 148X
(while maintaining the same leakage power level) over the state-of-the-art ultra-low
leakage family in [68].
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed logic family, we prototyped an
FIR filter in a 0.18 µm CMOS intended for physical signals sensing systems, in which
signals are sparse (mostly constant or slowly changing over time). Measurement
results of the prototype showed the entire filter consumes only 109 pW leakage power
and can operate at a clock frequency of 1.03 kHz at its leakage-optimal supply voltage.
These results indicate FLSL improves the leakage-delay product and leakage-delay-
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area product metrics by 200X and 150X over the prior art [68].
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Chapter 5
Catena: A 0.5 V Sub-0.4 mW
Programmable Spatial Array
Accelerator for Mobile and
Embedded Computing
In this chapter, we present Catena, a near-threshold, sub-0.4-mW, programmable 16core spatial array accelerator supporting workloads for ULP mobile and embedded
domains.
Deeply scaling supply voltage of such massively parallel device could save energy,
however alone results in limited savings, as it magnifies the energy waste of idle
and underutilized hardware in portion to the total energy consumption. Therefore,
we design Catena with novel circuit and architecture techniques to minimize such
energy waste. Thanks to the proposed techniques, the 65 nm low-power (LP) CMOS
prototype achieves state-of-the-art energy-efficiencies across multiple workloads and
utilization rates.
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5.1

Motivation

A spatial array accelerator is a massively parallel architecture that has been historically utilized in high-performance computing (HPC) systems [71; 72]. As a fully
programmable device, such an architecture also becomes very compelling for emerging mobile and embedded applications that can tolerate lower frequency of operation
as it can efficiently perform various workloads – for example, deep neural networks
(DNN), cryptography, and digital signal processing (DSP) workloads. Additionally,
one can trade off the excessive throughput from massive parallelism and energyefficiency via voltage scaling. This has been explored by prior works that attempt to
utilize near-threshold voltage (NTV) computing [71; 75].
NTV operation alone, however, is marginally effective for energy-efficient operation in massively parallel systems because it magnifies the energy waste of idle and
underutilized hardware in portion to the total energy consumption. Essentially, any
idle hardware contributes to this overhead: an unused core, a temporarily idle core
that is waiting on incoming data from the network, an idle unit within the core, and
un-accessed bitcells and idle peripherals in the SRAMs. An additional challenge is
the energy consumption and waste of always-on modules such as on-chip networks
(NoCs), control circuits, and shared cache, which increases with runtime (i.e., cycle
count). Therefore, it becomes crucial for improved energy-efficiency to reduce the
energy waste of idle and underutilized hardware, increase instruction per cycle (IPC),
and minimize the cycle counts per workload.
We design Catena’s circuit and architecture to address both of these objectives.
To minimize the energy waste of idle and underutilized hardware, the circuits employ
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both spatially and temporally fine-grained clock- and power-gating (CG, PG) – this
technique enables cycle-by-cycle transitions between regular and energy-saving modes
for improved energy-efficiency. Catena’s SRAMs employ cycle-by-cycle and word-byword voltage-boosting (VB) to minimize the leakage power without compromising
access times. Architecturally, we employ sub-word vectorization using a byte vector
unit (BVU) and further reduce dynamic instruction counts by embedding branches
within datapath instructions in our fully custom instruction set architecture (ISA),
which markedly improves IPC and reduces cycle count across various workloads and
hardware utilization rates to minimize the energy waste of always-on circuits.

5.2

Catena’s Circuit and Architecture Design

Catena’s high-level architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. It includes a spatial array
architecture with 16 autonomous, homogeneous, programmable, single-issue compute
cores; an 8 kB storage, 8-port, 8-way set associative, word-interleaved, pseudo-LRU
ULP L1 cache; and three on-chip networks – the spatial network (shown in red in
Figure 5.1) for data transport between the sixteen compute cores, the cache network
(shown in blue in Figure 5.1) for communication between the cores and the cache
through the crossbar switch, and the MMIO network for configuration and debug.
Catena’s cores are distributed in 4 by 4 matrix. The cache is implemented as a single
module and physically located next to the core ensemble. We design the whole system
to operate at ultra-low voltage (ULV) domain including the SRAMs and the NoCs,
which operate at the same core voltage as the spatial array.
Catena was designed to be embedded in a larger system-on-chip (SoC), which
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in our system prototype is emulated by a 128 kB on-chip SRAM and an off-chip
Zynq-SoC FPGA, also shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Catena’s high-level architecture featuring the programmable spatial array
of 16 cores, an 8 kB ULP L1 cache, and three on-chip networks utilized for communication between the cores, between the cores and the cache, and for configuration and
debug.
Figure 5.2 shows Catena’s cores microarchitecture including two major modules:
the processing element (PE) and the router (R). Each core implements a three-stage
pipeline with a datapath that includes five functional units, i.e., the one-stage arithmetic logic unit (OSALU), the two-stage arithmetic logic unit (TSALU), the integer
multiplication unit (IMU), the byte vector unit (BVU), and the 0.5 kB private scratchpad (SM). A core also employs a 32-instruction memory, a thread control module,
multiple program counters (PC), a scheduler, an instruction decoder, a register file
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(RF), and a pair of four first-input first-output (FIFO) interconnect networks for data
input and output.
The cores implement a 32-bit integer ISA of our own, which is designed to be
inherently general-purpose. Catena’s cores also employ a novel control mechanism in
which individual PEs can host many hardware contexts with support to zero-overhead
context switches enabled by the thread control, PCs, and shared RF modules. The
eligibility of individual threads within a core is determined by the scheduler based on
the architectural state in a manner reminiscent of the triggered instructions control
paradigm [76; 77; 78]. The proposed multithreaded scheme allows for avoiding data
hazards and keeping the pipeline full by interleaving multiple threads.

Figure 5.2 The core microarchitecture including the processing element and the router.
Catena consumes 356.8 µW at 1.56 MHz performing General Matrix Multiply
(GEMM) with all its 16 cores. It requires 7.7k cycles (2.31 µJ) per 256-point Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and 14.4k cycles (6.95 µJ) per 8-bit deep neural network
inference. For FFT, Catena achieves at least 2.7X better energy efficiency than the
prior state-of-the-art [71].
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5.2.1

Spatiotemporally Fine-Grained Clock-Gating

In Catena, clock-gating is an essential technique to improve energy-efficiency. The different applications mapped onto the spatial array can require cores (PE and routers),
functional units within cores, cache, and NoCs to operate at low switching activity
rates or occasionally remain idle. Such hardware contributes to the energy overhead
and impacts energy-efficiency. Therefore, it becomes crucial to adaptively manage
the switching energy waste associated with the clock and its sinks across multiple
workloads.

Figure 5.3 Proposed statically-configured and dynamically-configured clock-gating
scheme implemented in Catena.

In our prototype, each core employs statically(program)-configured CG for the
PE the router, as shown in Figure 5.3. Within a PE, dynamically-configured finegrained CG is designed for individual modules such as the register file (RF), each of
the functional units in the datapath, and output NoC-FIFOs. All the control signals
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for CG and PG are determined and generated by the scheduler in the first stage of
the core microarchitecture, the schedule & decode stage (Figure 5.2). The cache uses
a similar dynamically-configure fine-grained CG scheme, which can gate the clock of
any of the eight banks and all metadata storage (Figure 5.3).

5.2.2

Spatiotemporally Fine-Grained Power-Gating

In Catena, we also implement spatiotemporally fine-grained power-gating (PG) in
order to reduce the leakage energy of underutilized hardware and improve energyefficiency. As the dynamic energy is minimized with our proposed clock-gating scheme
(explained in the previous subsection) and by exercising NTV operation; the leakage
energy accounts for a significant portion of the system’s total energy/cycle due to
increased cycle times. The leakage energy contribution rapidly aggravates with higher
temperature (i.e., an increase in temperature leads to a down-shift in transistors Vt
that exponentially impacts leakage dissipation) and increased parallelism.
Unlike CG, PG is difficult to use in a temporally fine-grained manner since gating and un-gating supply voltage requires change and discharge of the target block’s
internal signal nets and virtual power rails, resulting in large delay and energy penalties. Thus, PG use has been limited to long periods of inactivity, 1-100 million cycles
[35], so as the energy balance breaks even. In Catena, however, we seek to suppress
leakage even for short intervals of idleness.
To this end, we develop an in-cell zig-zag PG technique based on prior art [36;
37]. Our technique can power-off circuits even during brief idleness and still achieve
net energy savings. Figure 5.4 shows a simple combinational logic module with the
proposed PG. We create two versions of each gate in a standard-cell library, one with
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Figure 5.4 Proposed spatiotemporally fine-grained in-cell zigzag PG. Sleep mode can
be exercised for short periods of idleness so as to maximize the time circuits remain
in the low leakage mode to reduce the leakage energy dissipation.
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an NMOS footer and the other with a PMOS header (multi-output gates such as
full adders and flip-flops have more than two versions). Then, we define the input
forcing vector (here as Low). It will be applied prior to entering sleep mode at
runtime. With the vector, at design time, the gates whose outputs evaluate to HIGH
are mapped to the NMOS footer versions, and the gates to LOW are to the PMOS
header versions. With such mapping, all the signal nets keep their states during the
mode-transition, reducing its delay and energy penalty. After this, dis-/charging the
virtual rails remains the main source of the mode transition penalty. To minimize it,
we integrate a header/footer in each cell to eliminate the large capacitance of shared
virtual rails. We apply this dynamic PG technique to all five independent functional
units within the PE core.

5.2.3

Ultra-Low Power L1 Cache and Scratchpad Design

A 16 kB SRAM split between cache and core-distributed scratchpads account for a
significant portion of the remaining energy waste after our clock- and power-gating
schemes, which must be minimized. To that end, we design Catena’s cache and
scratchpad memories utilizing a fully custom SRAM macro engineered for ultra-low
leakage consumption.
In our SRAM macro, shown in Figure 5.5, the proposed PG is applied to peripherals. To reduce the energy waste of bitcells, we propose fine-grained voltage boosting
(VB). In our 2 kb macro, a retention supply voltage of 0.25 V (VDDL ) powers the
bitcells by default. On a read request, it boosts the supply only of the bitcells in
the accessed row from 0.25 V to 0.7 V (VDDH ) for a single cycle only, to meet the
target access time. On a write operation, it boosts the write-wordline (WWL) of the
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accessed row to VDDH .

Figure 5.5 Ultra-low leakage SRAM macro design. Fine-grained VB is proposed to
speed up read/write accesses and reduce energy waste.

Thus, nearly all bitcells remain at VDDL and most peripherals remain power-gated,
making the leakage of our 2 kb macro 22 nW (max. power per read/write access per
cycle is 171 nW/MHz). One SRAM macro can achieve net energy savings over clock
gating if it is shut down for only 3 cycles (NSLP,min = 3), as shown in Figure 5.6.

5.2.4

Architecture-Level Techniques for Efficient Computation and Communication

In terms of architecture, we aim to reduce cycle count per workload to minimize the
energy waste of the always-on hardware. To accomplish it, we equipped each core with
a BVU, which can reduce cycle counts for low-precision workloads. For instance, in a
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Figure 5.6 Energy savings of our proposed cell-embedded zigzag PG applied to the
SRAM macro over the number of cycles in the sleep mode.
neural network inference task, the BVU efficiently reduces the cycle count from 103 k
to 14.4 k, as shown in Figure 5.7. In addition, we embed branches within arithmetic
and logic instructions so that the PE executes them in the same cycle. As shown in
Figure 5.7, this reduces the cycle counts of workloads with many branches such as
AES-128 and MNIST by 25 % and 28 %, respectively. Furthermore, to make data
exchange between cores more efficient, we designed the core to perform decoupled
loads to conventional register or directly out onto the spatial NoC and to manage
inter-core load-store ordering via explicit memory-barriers. These techniques coupled
with our multithreaded scheme contribute for achieving per-core IPCs of 0.49-0.88,
which is 2-4X greater than prior art [71; 74].
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Figure 5.7 Normalized runtime (cycle/cycle) improvement due to architecture-level
techniques deployed in Catena across multiple workloads.

5.3

Chip Prototype and Testing Setup

We design and fabricate Catena in a 65 nm LP CMOS, a process technology that we
choose for its compelling balance between dynamic and static power dissipation.
Figure 5.8 shows a microphotograph of the silicon prototype. Catena consumes
6.50 mm2 of active area. The dimensions of a single core are 500 × 500 µm2 , which
is similar to prior art’s compute-core [71] after technology node normalization. There
are 105 on-chip pads distributed on the left, right, and bottom edges of the prototype.
For packaging, we utilize a low-profile quad flat package (LQFP) with 144 leads. The
supply voltage range goes from 0.375 V to 1.15 V. The clock frequency ranges from
100 kHz to 60 MHz. The chip includes 16 kB ULP SRAM split between cache and
the core-distributed scratchpads.
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Figure 5.8 Microphotograph of the silicon prototype in a 65 nm LP CMOS.

5.4

Measurements and Comparison with Prior Art

Figure 5.9 shows Catena performing General Matrix Multiply (GEMM) with 8 and
16 cores at 25 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C. It consumes 227 pJ/cycle (356.8 µW power consumption,
sub-0.4-mW) at around 1.6 MHz and 0.54 V (target design point) when utilizing all
of its 16 cores at 25 ◦ C (Figure 5.9(a)). Catena consumes only 129.0 pJ at 0.42 V and
200 kHz when utilizing half of its cores at a temperature of 25 ◦ C (Figure 5.9(b)). In
both cases, we see that the increase in temperature leads to an increase in the MEP
as a consequence of the greater leakage power consumption. Nevertheless, in Catena,
such energy overhead is mitigated by the circuit-level techniques that enable from
31.3 % to 47.5 % energy savings at the MEP as compared to its baseline counterpart
implementation with the circuit-level techniques disabled.
In Figure 5.10, we show results of measurements that corroborate the effectiveness
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Figure 5.9 Energy/cycle vs. clock frequency when performing GEMM. Two different
conditions are shown – (a) 16 cores running at 25 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C; and (b) 8 cores
running at 25 ◦ C and 50 ◦ C.
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of the circuit-level techniques employed in Catena. The proposed CG, PG, and VB
reduce energy/cycle by 2.42X for 20 % hardware utilization rate and by 25 % for 90
%.

Figure 5.10 Energy/cycle vs. utilization rate. The hardware usage is modulated by
mapping multiple workloads onto Catena’s spatial array. The circuit-level techniques
reduce the energy waste of underutilized hardware, which improves energy-efficiency
by 2.42X at 20 %. At higher utilization rates of 70 % to 90 % the proposed circuit
techniques still enable significant savings of 35 % and 25 %, respectively.

We map multiple workloads on Catena’s spatial array such as FFT, AES-128, FIR,
and MNIST – Figure 5.11 shows the core and network mappings for (a) MNIST and
(b) FFT. For MNIST, we use a multi-layer perceptron with three 120-neuron hidden
layers and 8-bit weights, which results in 6.95 µJ/pred. Such energy-efficiency is
in the same ballpark of a recently DNN ASIC-accelerator [73] that consumes 1.32
µJ/pred (post-normalization to a 65 nm process).
Figure 5.12 shows a table of comparison of our work with the prior art [71; 74;
75]. Authors of [71] report the energy consumption of a reproducible workload (FFT),
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Figure 5.11 Two workloads mapped onto Catena’s spatial array. (a) MNIST and (b)
FFT.
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but consider a high-performance algorithm to perform 12 parallel 4096-point FFTs.
After normalization accounting for the FFT type, resolution, technology node, and
wordlength, and assuming the un-utilized/idle cores in [71] have zero dynamic and
static power dissipation, Catena would still consume 2.7X less energy per FFT transform.

Figure 5.12 Table of comparison of Catena with the prior art.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This work has focused on ultra-low leakage, energy-efficient integrated circuit and
system design for the ULP embedded and mobile domains. It presents novel leakage
suppression techniques that are demonstrated in real, fairly large silicon prototypes
fabricated in modern sub- and nanometer CMOS process technology nodes. Such
prototypes show state-of-the-art energy-efficiencies.
Energy-efficiency is identified as a key enabler for area and lifetime, two crucial
requirements for ULP VLSI systems for embedded and mobile applications. In order
to achieve low power consumption and high energy-efficiency, designers have been
exploiting ULV operation down to near- and sub-threshold. Indeed, supply voltage
scaling is the most powerful knob to reduce power and energy in today’s CMOS
circuits. Nevertheless, operating circuits at ULV incurs several challenges. One key
challenge is the leakage energy consumption, especially sub-threshold leakage, that is
responsible for the total energy per cycle increase and for defining the practical limit
of energy-efficiency (i.e., MEP) at low voltage.
This thesis proposes a range of circuit- and architecture-level techniques for ad-
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dressing the leakage energy waste in ULP VLSI systems. To demonstrate the proposed
techniques presented here, numerous silicon prototypes are designed, fabricated, verified functionality, and evaluated with rigorous test and measurement methodologies.
Measured results of these prototypes are compared against recently published stateof-the-art systems showing significant improvements in power performance, area, and
other relevant metrics for ULP VLSI systems.
In this thesis, Chapter 2 presents a novel sleep technique with fine temporal granularity for parallel architectures operating at ULV. This technique allows for extending the energy-efficiency of parallel circuits operating in the near- and sub-threshold
regimes by opportunistically shutting down idle and underutilized replicas in a parallel architecture to reduce leakage. The project discussed in Chapter 3 advances the
technique presented in Chapter 2 in order to extend the energy-efficiency of a compact
FFT ASIC-accelerator for ULP applications. Chapter 4 focus on reducing the leakage
energy of always-on circuits of ULP VLSI systems with a novel ultra-low leakage logic
family that addresses the switching speed issue of the prior art while still maintaining
fW leakage-level per gate. Chapter 5 combines all techniques presented in Chapters
2, 3, and 4 in a near-Vt sub-0.4-mW 16-core programmable spatial array accelerator
for ULP embedded and mobile applications, which remarkably shows state-of-the-art
energy-efficiencies across multiple workloads and core-utilization rates.
This thesis presented circuit- and architecture-level techniques for improving the
energy-efficiency of digital integrated circuits at ULV and systems by reducing the
energy waste of idle and underutilized hardware and always-on circuits. Thereby, it
brings it closer to our everyday life a wide range of embedded and mobile applications.
However, there is yet more to studied as significant challenges still remain in the
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massive adoption and manufacturability of ULP VLSI circuits. A few examples along
with leakage energy are performance scalability, adaptability to reduce the impact
of the process, voltage, and temperature variations, flexibility vs. performance and
energy-efficiency, and power delivery for these systems.
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